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Happy Almost Spring Everyone!

T

Manners are a thing that your dog should have in public, at all times.
“
Be kind, thoughtful, respectful, and considerate when you bring your pets into public.
”

he weather is warming up, and now is
the perfect time to start getting out there
again with your animals and enjoying
some sunshine! That includes the horses of
the ResqRanch. And if you want to help, the
best thing you can do for us, that costs you
NOTHING, is subscribe to my YouTube channel The1DrQ. If we can get over 1000 subscribers, we will get free donations of equipment and supplies for the horses. So if you
have not done so yet, please subscribe, today.
Thank you!
And as you are getting out there with your
pets, please let’s do so in a kind, respectful,
thoughtful way so as to peacefully coexist with
our neighbors who may not love animals quite
as much as we do.
Recently I observed, at a restaurant with
a dog-friendly patio, large dogs only barely
under control, knocking into other people, and
pushing over small children trying to toddle
by. They pulled on their leashes, and literally
nearly got their tails into the food of the people
at the next table. Worse yet, employees of the
establishment came out to make a big fuss over
the poorly mannered dogs, petting and giving
them treats, further encouraging the dogs to
be even more disruptive. People walking by
clearly did not want fur on their clothes or dog
teeth near the faces of their small children. Yet
the staff and pet parents, consciously or not,
ignored the discomfort they were causing the
innocent passersby. Even though I love animals more than most, I could not help but feel
bad for these folks who had to go out of their
way to avoid these large animals. What if they
had terrible allergies? What if they won’t adopt
that shelter dog now (and therefore condemn
it to death because that’s one less adopter)
because they think dogs are too much hassle?
I also wondered if the staff members would
wash their hands before returning to work and
touching food.

out there with your pets, please
“Aslet’syoudo soareingetting
a kind, respectful, thoughtful way.
”

Therefore please recognize that it is inappropriate dog behavior. You wouldn’t let
your 2-year-old, covered in mud and ice
cream, walk down a public sidewalk and rub
their face on every passerby. And just so, we
should not condone or encourage this sort of
behavior in dogs. It’s not polite or neighborly,
no matter how cute you think your dog is.
A couple of years ago I had the privilege of
visiting Germany. I noticed many dogs on the
sidewalks, restaurant patios, and even on the
subways. The difference, though, was that all
of the dogs were very well behaved. At one
subway stop some young folks had an unruly
dog who was barking and generally making a

fuss. What was fascinating to me is that nearly
every person on the subway platform had no
hesitation to make disapproving body language and outright disapproving comments
directly to the owners about they should do
something about it. Culturally, it was just not
tolerated. As Americans, we have something
to learn about having our dogs in public. Not
everyone wants to pet your dog, or have your
dog’s nose in their crotch, or worse, in their
young child’s face. So please, as the Life Coach
for People with Pets, embrace and understand
that manners are a thing that your dog should
have in public, at all times. You never know
how your pet’s actions may affect another. Be

kind, thoughtful, respectful, and considerate
when you bring your pets into public. And if
you find it difficult, then please recognize that
it’s really not OK, and seek the advice of one of
the good local positive reinforcement animal
trainers we have here in the area, or myself, so
we can help you have a pet that is a joy to be
around, by everyone, and sets a great example
for how responsible we pet parents are! This
will make a better world, for animals and their
people.
Thank you for enduring my lecture, and
now a quick update about our across-theboard veterinary services discount going into
effect now at Aspen Park Vet Hospital.
We have revamped and discounted our
pet Wellness Plans, resulting in savings of
over 25%! So now, when you sign up for our
Wellness Plans, you get to split up the cost
of vet care over 12 months, AND save over
25% on services all year long! It’s a win-win!
So if you think veterinary care is getting prohibitively expensive, then please check out
the plans on our website www.aspenparkvet.
com. We have put a lot of thought and work
into doing what we can to be your partner
in taking excellent care of your beloved animals. We also have very inexpensive plans for
horses, too!
On that note, I am DrQ, here to help you
have the most amazing, healthy, and longlived relationship with the beloved animals in
your life. From all of us, to you, Happy Spring!
DrQ, Dr. Tam, Dr. Hunt, and the crew of
Aspen Park Vet Hospital and the ResqRanch.
Aspen Park Veterinary Hospital is located at
25871 Duran Ave. Conifer, CO 80433.
You can call the hospital at
(303) 838-3771 (838-DrQ1) or
visit them at www.DrQandU.org.
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A benevolent

community

Each month, Your Mountain Connection sets aside this space to showcase local groups and individuals who work
tirelessly to promote community healing and resilience. We can all give back and do our part to make a positive
impact. Evergreen resident Margo Hamilton is the volunteer beneficiary coordinator for Your Mountain Connection.
She has an extensive background working with nonprofits and writes to help people better understand each other.

NOT JUST OVERCOMING, BUT THRIVING
BY MARGO HAMILTON

Heather Aberg and Jen Pearson cofounded Resilience1220
and traveled to Guatemala together in 2021

C

OVID and social-distancing not only
disrupted our lifestyles, it forced us to
face the frailty of life and relationships.
Now we watch the horror of war. Fear, sadness,
despair, and death have engulfed an entire
country. The brutality happening to them is
also triggering people worldwide. Because of
this, I turned to amazing resources within our
mountain communities to seek how we can
care for and nurture our own frayed feelings.
Heather Aberg and Jen Pearson cofounded
Resilence1220, in Evergreen, that provides
free, confidential counseling for young people
12 to 20. Registered therapists provide individual and group counseling services that
teach stress-reduction techniques, how to ask
for help and receive validation, and be in a
safe place to sort through belief systems in a
non-judgmental and confidential environment.
Since trust has become an enormous issue
in recent years, Jen reveals, “Trust is a big
word like freedom and compassion. Generally,
human beings aren’t very trustworthy. Teens
often question if their parents are trustworthy,
they feel their schools don’t listen, and they
often feel alone as they try to figure things out.
Parents who want to help their kids don’t have
the emotional tools to do so.”
Heather added, “We often assume people
can read our minds, and because they can’t,
it pushes us down in the isolation of our pain.
While families isolated during COVID, kids
became aware of their parents’ bad habits that
couldn’t be hidden now living together 24/7.
School shootings have robbed our youth of feeling safe in their schools. A 14-year-old recently
told me, ‘The world is filled with untrustworthy
people.’ Trauma has definitely escalated during
Gen Z’s lifetime. It’s challenging for youth to
know if we are reacting to people suffering from
trauma or people who are knowingly mean.
Trust is definitely complex.”
Fear can be overwhelming, and Heather
defines the difference between micro (small)level and macro (sizable)-level fear. “We’re
blessed to live within nature that allows us
to hike, bike, or walk while maintaining isolation that offered mindfulness (a therapeutic
technique where a mental state is achieved
when we focus our awareness on the present
moment that acknowledges and accepts feelings, thoughts, and bodily sensations). We also
became aware of the importance of expressing
our anger, sadness, grief, and fear.”
Jen adds, “During the height of the pandemic, self-harming (cutting, burning, intentionally harming yourself), self-abuse (abusing your body or health), and social anxieties
(meeting new people, inviting others to do
things, going to social events, expressing your
thoughts or opinions) were off the charts. For
our younger population, isolating with parents
who exhibited fears transitioned their fear onto
their children. Suicide spiked because of the
hopelessness that came out of all of this. Fears

Katie Blickenderfer, Chief Clinical Officer
and LCSW for Diversus Health for Park County

Shellie Logan McKeown, MRC’s Community Health Manager,
and Mike Whitmore, MRC Mobile Food Share Driver

create a lack of trust, and this creates a sense
of hopelessness. Experiencing crisis challenges
happiness, truth, and faith. For many kids
without faith, hope, or a plan for the future,
they are drawn to be content in isolation. The
news becomes triggering. Facing global warming is scary. They begin to feel their future is
doomed, so many now question, ‘Why go to
college?’”
Heather claims, “Because the state of the
world is in flux and unquestionably scary, parents, teachers, caregivers, and the adult community need to care more intently about our
youth. What’s amazing about Gen Z is that
this generation truly cares about and for one
another. Some youth who have affluent parents
realize wealth has no meaning in life, because
they see how stressed their parents are. Many
of their parents have turned to addictions to
cope. Where we once saw a rise in teen suicide,
we now see a rise in adults ending their lives.
We can’t be fooled by big house, nice cars, and
extravagant vacations. During the pandemic,
divorce rates increased. Money and materialism didn’t keep people together, despite the
fact they didn’t face the fear of being unable to
pay their bills.”
In these turbulent times, Jen reminds us that
“It’s okay not to be okay. We were dealt a hard
blow with COVID. It impacted once-intact
relationships. People became more judgmental and less accepting. Kids consumed themselves by watching or reading dark images that
affected their emotional development. Green
Mountain High School counselor Sandy Austin
created the B.I.O.N.I.C. (Believe It Or Not I
Care) Team during the 2004 – 05 school years
in response to four students who took their
lives a couple of years earlier. There are now
over 2,300 schools globally who have inquired
how to start B.I.O.N.I.C. Teams on their campuses. B.I.O.N.I.C. Teams are comprised of
young people to make new students feel welcome, they reach out to hospitalized students
or students whose loved ones have died. They
also reach out to other schools that experience
tragedy and they empower bystanders to prevents bullying.”
Compassion, kindness, concern, and love
defines Resilience1220. For more information about Resilence1220, visit their website
at https://www.resilience1220.org. Learn more
about B.I.O.N.I.C. Team at https://www.bionicteam.org/about/)
Katie Blickenderfer is the Chief Clinical
Officer and LCSW for Diversus Health Bailey
Counseling Center, formerly Aspen Point,
whose mission is “to provide exceptional
behavior health care to our community one
patient at a time.” Diversus offers addiction,
counseling, psychiatric, and crisis services.
Their name might be new, but their roots have
run deep in Park County for over 100 years.
Katie reveals, “We’re excited to bring a fresh
perspective to the Bailey community to better

meet the needs and offer an array of outreach
programs. We’ve been listening to the needs of
our community’s response services and offer
our support with high-risk cases and present
response serve teams with 15 iPads that will
enable them to immediately determine if teleport is needed for emergency crisis situations
or can care be provided within our community.
We also established a collaboration with Sara
Peterson of Conifer Counseling, who will partner with Diversus with quality outpatient care,
mental health consultation, outreach, education, and clinical supervision.
“Stress and anxiety overwhelmed kids and
adults. It changed how we feel about ourselves, our friends, and our family. Political
issues became heated. Many lost loved ones
to COVID. Grief and fear commingled with
stress and anxiety. Many didn’t want to get
out of bed. Others became overactive to avoid
dealing with paramount issues. And for many,
dealing with these issues created a mental
health stigma, thinking they’d appear weak or
were too embarrassed to reach out for help.
“Park County school districts, like all U.S.
school districts, publicized the fact that students struggled with online learning and isolation. Both increased anxiety and depression.
Suicides spiked. It’s tough enough dealing with
adolescence issues, but COVID issues and the
current Ukrainian war is stressing our younger
populations. Hate and division spurred by
bullying or outside influences have spiked suicides within the LGBTQ population. There’s a
myth if you talk to someone who is suicidal it
will push them into taking their lives. Actually,
it’s talking that reduces the risk of suicide.
The more we are willing to talk, we can lessen
our depression, stress, and anxiety, but living
in small communities where everyone knows
everyone’s business, the less likely you are to
admit you need mental and emotional support.
If someone should see your car in the parking
lot of a mental health provider, the less likely
you will go to a mental health provider. You’d
rather no one know you see a therapist.
“One advantage of the pandemic was the
creation of telehealth. We did a survey of the
Bailey, Fairplay, Woodland Park, and Cripple
Creek communities, and the majority favored
telehealth when restrictions lessened. Diversus
will continue to offer telehealth options to
clients with that preference and one-on-one
appointments for others. For other sets of clients, we have psychologists who can prescribe
psychotropic meds, in addition to certified
counselors.”
Conifer’s Mountain Resource Center (MRC)
provides quality health and human services
programs that includes food, emergency
financial and utility assistance, family education, veterans support, and onsite health
through their STRIDE Community Health
Center throughout west Jefferson and Park
counties. Community Health Manager Shellie

Logan possesses a compassionate spirit combined with an overflowing love for both her
job and the people MRC serves. Overseeing
MRC’s drive-thru pantry, culinary programs,
and Mobile Share, Shellie sums up the bonded
unity within all three programs: “Food brings
people together. I see it every day through our
volunteers who effortlessly love and emotionally support the people we serve. It’s been said
that ‘volunteering fills your cup,’ and every
day I hear, ‘It’s a blessing to volunteer and help
others through MRC.’”
Shellie claims MRC is currently “…a beacon
in hard times. Once we resumed our cooking
classes, those who participated claimed it was
‘the highlight’ of their week. Many make new
friends cooking together. The class is available
to the entire community, but we try to reach
the demographics of older adults and families
with small children. I love the opportunity we
have to create an intergeneration cooking program, and I’m looking forward to offering our
cooking programs to teens and veterans, but
we need more volunteers in all of our programs
to make that happen.
“Our mobile Food Share program reduces
food waste in our communities, thanks to local
grocery stores, including Natural Grocers, who
donate a variety of fresh foods. Local farmers
and ranchers are participating in Food Share,
as well as local gardeners who want to share
their extra food with our community, and it’s
all free! Food Share allows us to feed bodies
and souls and not landfills. It’s also our hope
to strengthen farming and ranching within our
mountain communities.”
Blessed with a new refrigerated truck,
MRC Mobile Food Share brings food on a
weekly basis to Bailey, Conifer, and Evergreen.
Mondays from 1 – 2 pm they stop at Green
Ridge Meadow Apartments, then head to
Eudaimonia in Indian Hills from 3 – 4 pm. Every
Tuesday they stop at El Rancho Apartments
(by Walmart) from 1 – 2:30 pm; then they go
to Aspen Ridge Church in Evergreen from 3:30
to 4:15. Wednesdays are reserved for Rainbow
Roundup Trout Ranch in Pine (near Shaffer’s
Crossing) from 12:30 –1:30, then off to Bailey
Community Center from 2 – 3:30. Thursdays,
food is taken to Widow’s Oil Pantry in Bailey
from 3:30 – 4:30. Shellie claims, “Many who
get food from Mobile Food Share claim it’s
the highlight of their week. Not only are they
receiving fresh and wholesome foods, they also
have the chance to socialize with one another.”
At the onset of COVID, when jobs and
incomes were suddenly lost, MRC transitioned
their food bank from within their facility
located at 11030 Kitty Drive in Conifer to their
circular driveway. Cars lined Kitty Drive as far
as the eye could see. Shellie recalls, “Volunteers
from teens to seniors faithfully helped those in
need of food and toiletries. This was another
time the intergenerational connection of our
faithful volunteers made a profound statement. When there’s a need, people of all ages
come together to help. Throughout MRC’s
programs, there’s a high value of dignity. Our
participants, partners, volunteers, and staff
are equals. Confidentiality and an all-inclusive
policy also reign supreme at MRC. We offer
our Spanish-speaking community interpreters.
Crisis support is also available through a kiosk
that connects mountain-area residents with
mental health experts through Jefferson Center
for Mental Health.”
It’s challenging to retain our positivity, especially when faced with or living in life-threatening situations. Taking care of our mental health
is no different than caring for our physical
health. Counseling enables us to tell our truth
and release anxious thoughts and feelings. In
doing so, we lessen the grip of feeling overwhelmed, depressed, anxious, even suicidal.
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I’m Just Sayin’…
Jeff Smith owner/publisher
here is so much going on in the world
today, it’s hard not to talk about all the
negative news. But I’m going to leave
that up to other media. If you’re like me, you
have had enough bad news. Suffice it to say we
are all praying for the Ukrainian people and
hope this war will end soon.
On the local front, we are finally getting the
snow we need so badly. We will be thankful
in the spring when the runoff starts. By the
time you read this I will have returned from
a wonderful vacation in a warm climate. I am
now ready for spring.
I see indications that business is starting to get better. Restaurants are still suffering — mainly due to shortage of help. I can
see this spring and summer could be the
beginning of a turnaround in business. Let’s all
support our local merchants, restaurants, and
entertainment venues. There is so much to do
up here in our communities — take advantage
of it and enjoy your spring and summer.
Is it time for my annual “we have the worst
drivers in the country” article? Enough said.
Learn the laws up here and take it easy, please.
I had a truck pass me on a snowy, icy day, and
she spun out and went in the ditch and down
the embankment. Fortunately she wasn’t hurt,

T

but it would have been avoidable if she hadn’t
been going way too fast in bad conditions.
There are so many good people up here,
who volunteer to help the elderly, or those
confined due to illness or disability, or fire
victims. Some help with donations and others
with their time. Both are important and
needed. Do what you can.
College Basketball - the final four is April
2nd and 4th. The Big Ten sent 9 teams to
the tournament. I think that ties a conference record. Iowa Hawkeyes won the Big
Ten Tournament by beating Purdue and were
a five seed at the big dance. They probably
played their worst game of the year and were
knocked out in the first round to a 12 seed!
Too bad, but they had a great year after being
picked preseason to have an average year at
best. Kentucky, a 2 seed, also lost to a 15 seed!
We’ll see who makes the Final Four.
The Broncos – Still building staff. Aaron
Rodgers just got $200 million to stay at Green
Bay. Seriously? We get Russell Wilson and give
up lots of drafts and players. Hope he can produce. He’s really good and should make the
Broncos a contender again.
Avalanche – By far the best hockey team
out there. They could, should, have a Cup
this year!
Nuggets – At this writing they have 13
games left. They are going to have to win most
or all to have any chance at the playoffs.
Rockies – I have missed going to their
games, but there is less incentive than a
couple of years ago. Many good, great, players
are gone, and the pitching is still pretty bad. I
hope the Rockies owners actually try to have
a winning season.
Quackadilly says:
“April come she will, when streams are ripe
and swelled with rain. May she will stay,
resting in my arms again.”
— Simon and Garfunkel
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Did you miss something in a past issue of Your Mountain Connection? Want
to revisit an article or featured artist? Not a problem! You can now download
full versions of our past issues on our web site at: yourmtnconnection.com.
We will have the current issue and four back issues available. Enjoy...again!
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Experience Rules

from the experts

BY DUANE REDFORD
I parked my truck on a
upstream a hundred
knob overlooking the
yards or so to fish a bit,
river. After getting rods
and they nodded that it
rigged, I jumped into
would be fine. I apolomy waders and hopped
gized again and headed
the chain blocking off
upstream.
the two-track road to the
The bite was slow, but
north. This road would
I managed a few in about
parallel the river for a
a half hour. This place
few miles, and I had to
would be a good place
investigate.
to bring clients, I mused.
I had noticed a neat
Dreading a walk back
The fly I was gifted.
inside bend down the
through the willow forcanyon a few months ago as I floated the tress, I decided to head downstream, around
river with a friend. The only way in there the folks, and to parts unknown. As I neared
was a solid mile walk, or by floating. When the couple, I told them I was sorry for getting
we floated it the day was nearly over, so we in their way again and that I was just passing
bounced on through the run without testing through.
its inhabitants. I salivated.
The old guy asked me how the fishing was
You know the runs I speak of that get your and began to talk about the river. He said he
juices flowing. Long and slow inside bend, had a secret way to quickly get to this spot
coming off a perpendicular shelf, long shallow and has been fishing it for forty years or so.
glide, right to an abrupt tailout. I figured it was He kicked a rock and explained how he never
certainly worth a look and a long walk and was saw anyone else down here. That made me
confident it hadn’t been fished in a long time. I feel even smaller, but hey, I didn’t know they
put my head down and covered ground.
were in there to begin with.
I had marked a landmark tree in my head
Following a couple more complaints he
the day we floated through the run, but all the says to me, “You’re a nice fella, somethin’ to
trees looked the same from my vantage point. be said ‘bout good manners.” He followed that
I took a chance and followed a steep deer trail with, “I’m gonna give you one of my favoroff the road toward the river. Soon I was in a ite flies for this river.” I gratefully took the fly,
deep willow thicket, plowing my way through shook his hand and headed downstream. I’ll
with fly rods high over my head. I couldn’t even duplicate that fly soon, not sure exactly what
hear the river, but knew I was getting closer.
it represents, but I’ll fish the heck out of it.
I could see the river through the veil of Can’t discount experience.
willows, it was only a few steps away. With
Fear No Water!
a grunt and a push, I popped out of the wilDuane Redford is a Colorado fly fishing
lows right onto a couple’s laps. “Hello,” I said,
guide, author, national speaker, and signa“Sorry to ruin your morning.” Startled, and
ture fly tyer for Montana Fly Company.
packing heat on his hip, the old guy muttered,
duaneredford.com @flyfishersplaybook
“Not a problem.” They were dunking bait and
said the bite was slow. I asked if I could go
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from the experts
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The Sasquatch Chronicles

Medicare Paths and Choices

Halitosis

BY JIM MYERS

BY DANA REGALADO

BY ALEX ROBERTS

I’m back from my short writwas, “April? In Colorado? I
ing sabbatical. I hope you
hope they’re up for this!” I’m
missed me!
not too sure if three actresses
It’s been a fun winter so far,
are ready to spend a night in
as we’ve tried some new activthe Colorado woods, waiting
ities, like Bigfoot & Fondue
to see if a Sasquatch shows up.
(going out to look for Bigfoot
Camping in Colorado in April
tracks, then ending up at
is a WHOLE different thing
Aspen Peak Cellars for some
than camping in England. You
gourmet fondue), and Night
would probably know two of
at The Museum (personal
the women who are coming if
after-hours guided tours of
I said their names, but I can’t
our museum). We’ve also got
give that information out just
a couple of horseback campyet.
ing expeditions, as well as our
I am planning another
The Sasquatch
Bigfoot Adventure Weekend
backpacking trip to the Goose
coming up in July. If you’re Outpost…is getting Creek Trail in Lost Creek
interested to know about these
calls from all over Wilderness, to the same
and other upcoming events,
campsite where we went in
the USA and even April 2021. Some of you may
check out our website: sasquatchoutpost.com/events.
remember the article I wrote
internationally
OK, enough with the
about that experience, but we
from people who had one or more Sasquatch in
shameless
self-promotion!
One fun fact about the
want to come visit the campsite, 2 out of the 3
Sasquatch Outpost is that now
nights we were there. We hope
that we’ve been around for the store/museum.
the same thing happens again
almost 10 years, we’re getting
this year. I can just imagine
calls from all over the USA and even interna- several of you thinking, “Not me! I’d be praytionally from people who want to come visit ing that NOTHING would happen!’ I get it. I
the store/museum, or who want us to partici- was just as fearful when I first started doing
pate in a film or documentary. The latest is the serious research on these creatures. I guess
BBC TV from the UK: they reached out to me my feelings have changed over the years, since
to find out if I would be willing to take part I’ve never been hurt. That’s all for now.
in an upcoming documentary, and would
Don’t forget to check out the events page on
I take three actresses out on an overnight our website: sasquatchoutpost.com!
expedition next month. I’m sitting at home
this morning (March 17) with a foot of snow
Come by and check out the store and
outside. Who knows what the weather might
museum for yourself! 149 Main Street in
bring one month from now? When they first Bailey. Open every day. You can contact us by
writing to: info@sasquatchoutpost.com
told me the dates for the project, my response

Turning 65 soon? In this
matter which you choose, you
month’s article, we’d like to
must pay the monthly Part B
do a little back-to-basics for
premium. There’s no simple
those who will be reaching the
answer regarding which of
Medicare milestone this year.
these main options will best
There’s a lot to sift through,
suit your particular wants and
so we hope this introduction
needs. Consider your current
will help.
health, lifestyle, Rx usage,
First, congratulations! Mediphysician preferences, and in a
care benefit options surpass any
worst-case scenario year, what
plan you may be enrolled with
would your maximum out-ofon the individual exchange as
pocket costs be? These are the
well as most employer sponsorts of things to weigh.
Knowing your options is
sored plans, and premiums
Give us a
important because what you
cost less, too. Unless you’re
call if you need choose (or don’t) the first time
keeping an employer plan for
you enroll can impact the rest
the time being, your first task is
guidance.
of your life. For instance, if you
to enroll in Medicare Parts A &
B through the Social Security Administration. have a chronic condition and/or currently utiIf you’re collecting Social Security, your enroll- lize a lot of health services, you should know
ment is automatic; otherwise, between the 3 that you can only enroll in a Medigap plan
months prior and 3 months following your without underwriting when you first become
65th birthday month, you can enroll online Medicare eligible. Second, if you aren’t taking
at ssa.gov or in person. Generally, sooner is any prescription medication and want to skip
this coverage — think twice. Down the road
better. Give us a call if you need guidance.
Medicare Part A covers hospitals and is if you need it, you’ll pay penalties for every
free to most. Part B is for doctors and other month you opted out and a higher premium
services, and for most carries a monthly for the rest of your life! Most Advantage plans
premium of $170.10 in 2022. Parts A & B include prescription coverage, so if you go that
cover roughly 80% of your necessary medical direction, you won’t need a separate Part D
expenses not including prescriptions. That’s a (Rx) plan. Most counties in Colorado have $0
great start! What about the things Medicare premium HMO and/or PPO Advantage Plans.
When it comes to choosing your Medicare
doesn’t cover? This is where your options
path, the “best” choice really depends on your
begin and why you’re getting so much mail...
Your two main choices are to either individual needs and preferences. So when
stick with Original Medicare and add a you’re 3 months out from your 65th birthday,
Supplement/Medigap and prescription plan get your Medicare card and give us a call! We
to make up for what Parts A & B don’t cover, can help you sort through it and get set up
or switch to a Medicare Advantage Plan. No with a plan that works for you.

Now that we are seemingly
Poor oral hygiene is
common cause of bad breath,
working our way through
because when we eat, we all
the pandemic, fewer of us
get plaque and food particles
are working from home fullon our teeth and gums. If this
time. This means fewer days
remains there long enough, it
in pajamas until noon and
will start to break down and
less chance of drinking coffee
cause malodor. This is why
all morning and not brushing
proper brushing and flossing
our teeth. Bad breath, or halitechnique are so important;
tosis is a common and potenflossing once a day and brushtially embarrassing problem
ing thoroughly and along the
that many people experience.
gumline will help remove
While simple oral health
this
debris. Brushing
improvements may have a
Halitosis may yourbuilt-up
tongue or using a tonguesignificant effect on breath,
also be a sign
scraper is also an effective
halitosis may also be a sign of
to reduce the bacteria
more serious underlying medof more serious way
and thus the odor from one of
ical or dental conditions.
underlying
The first step is deterthe most common sources of
mining if you truly have
breath, the back of your
medical or dental bad
bad breath. So, what are the
tongue!
ways to tell if a trip to the
Seeing your dentist reguconditions.
mouthwash aisle in the grolarly is also an important way
cery store or a trip to your dentist or medi- to help treat or prevent bad breath. Dental
cal doctor is prudent? One way to evaluate disease, including decay and gum disease,
your likelihood of bad breath is to look at causes significant odor. With gum disease,
your tongue; a white coating on the top sur- the gums pull away from the teeth, and these
face of your tongue may indicate a bacterial deep pockets harbor odor-causing bacteria.
overgrowth and greater likelihood of bad Your dentist may also recommend replacing
breath. If you lick your wrist and smell it, restorations of failing teeth, which may conthis is also a good method of determining tribute to bad breath.
the actual smell of your breath. And lastly, if
Some of the more serious conditions that
you have a friend, family member, or neigh- can result in bad breath include diabetes,
bor whom you are especially close to, or just which can lead to a fruity smell; liver disdon’t like, you can always just ask them if ease, which can cause a musty smell; kidney
your breath smells.
disease can create a fishy smell, and the smell
Some of the causes of bad breath include of feces can indicate an intestinal blockage.
poor oral hygiene, external factors like foods
If you have concerns with bad breath, it
(think garlic and onions), alcohol or tobacco is important to discuss it with a nutritionist,
use, dry-mouth commonly caused by mouth your dentist, and/or medical doctor.
breathing or medications, systemic diseases
such as diabetes, kidney or liver failure, or
28577 Buffalo Park Rd • Suite 260
infections found in the sinuses, lungs, tonsils
Evergreen, CO 80439
(303) 674-7741 • buffaloparkdentistry.com
or mouth.
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Ed and Dana Regalado are certified brokers.
Their office is located at 27945 Meadow Drive, Evergreen, CO 80439.
They can be reached at 303-674-1945 or send an email to: edregalado46@gmail.com.

Why is My Dog Limping?

“

”

BY DR. DEREK M. PAUL

If a mild lameness doesn’t resolve with rest, or in the case of
“ANY
severe lameness, a visit to your veterinarian is a must.
”

As the weather warms and we become more
“outdoorsy” again, our dogs are going to
accompany us on more adventures. Like us,
many of our dogs are more sedentary during
the colder months, so getting back into exercising can involve some aches and pains. One
of the more common presenting complaints
we see at Evergreen Animal Hospital this time
of year is limping, or other forms of apparent
pain. Let’s examine some common causes of
sudden-onset lameness:
• Wounds to the pawpads or other parts of the
feet, often from the pads being under-conditioned for the rough ground.
• Soft tissue injury, such as a strain, sprain,
pulled muscle, or overuse injury (soreness).
• Hyperextension injury can come from
jumping off of higher places than normal
• Nerve impingement, which occurs when
the nerves leaving the spinal cord and travelling to the limbs are impacted by swelling or
other conditions, causing a loss of function.
Smaller dogs, such as toy and mini breeds,
are also prone to having medial patellar luxation, or kneecaps that slide out of place intermittently. This can manifest itself as sudden
onset of one-sided hindlimb lameness that is
painful (yelping out) and usually results in
the dog holding the limb out straight until
they can work the kneecap back into position.
Mild cases often do fine with rest and possibly
anti-inflammatory medication; however, severe
or worsening cases may require surgical repair.
Larger breeds, such as Labrador and golden
retrievers, Staffordshire terriers and the like,
are prone to rupture of the cranial cruciate

ligament. This ligament works similarly to the
anterior cruciate ligament (“ACL”) in humans
and is a common injury in athletes. Surgery is
often the best route for stabilizing this injury,
but other options can be discussed with your
veterinarian.
Some less common causes also tend to produce more pronounced lameness (“toe touching” or “non-weightbearing” lameness) as they
involve more serious injury:
• Fractures are very painful and may also
manifest as a visible deformity of the limb.
• Dislocations occur at specific joints, most
commonly the hip, but we also see them in
elbows and sometimes digits.
• Tumors, such as bony tumors and tumors
of other surrounding tissues, can also cause
lameness due to pain or interference with the
normal movement of the limb. These tend
to come on more gradually than the injury-based lamenesses mentioned above, unless
they involve fracture of a diseased bone.
If a mild lameness doesn’t resolve with rest,
or in the case of ANY severe lameness, a visit to
your veterinarian is a must. Often a diagnosis
can be made based on physical examination,
but sometimes x-rays or other diagnostic tests
are needed. Either way, pain medication can be
of great benefit.
A note on pain medications: There are
no safe over-the-counter pain medications
for dogs. Human products can cause severe
stomach irritation and ulcers, kidney and liver
disease, and death. Always consult with your
veterinarian regarding appropriate pain medication for your animals.

Harbingers of Spring
BY MARTY HALLBERG

I

love hiking our local trails. We have so
much breathtaking ground to wander:
from Dedisse to Three Sisters, Beaver
Brook and Chavez trail, Flying J Ranch and
Staunton State Park, up to Rosalie Peak and
Mount Bailey, just to call out a few. Spring
is definitely my favorite time to lace up the
hikers, snow boots, micro spikes, or waders,
depending on the day; and get out there!
The vistas, of course, always call, but as
the days bounce from bitter to balmy and
back, I seek out those first harbingers of
spring, right there at my feet.
The pasque flower is one of first of
Colorado’s wildflowers to raise its lavender-blue fuzzy head to greet the longer days.
As delicate and exotic as this cousin of the
columbine appears, it is mountain strong.
Blooming early in April, the flower is well
adapted to thrive in this unpredictable climate. Before reasonable temperatures can

be assured, the flower stores heat in its furry
stems, and even in the bloom itself (which
acts like a tiny solar collector).
Another early bloomer is the sand lily;
also named star lily, rock lily, or mountain
lily. This rugged and fragrant flower can be
found in the most inhospitable areas. They
thrive in sandy, rocky areas near ponderosa
pines. What a joy to look down and find
this tenacious little perennial coloring the
post-winter ground.
After a slow start, snowfall this year is a
bit higher than average. This means we may
need to keep the snow shovels and winter
gear handy for a bit longer, but it also means
that we should have a very colorful Colorado
spring! After the pasque flowers and sand
lilies will come columbine, paintbrush, bluebells, fireweed, lupine, larkspur, and penstemon. Hope to see you out there on the
trails...stopping to smell the sand lilies!

Evergreen Animal Hospital • 32175 Castle Ct, Evergreen CO 80439 • (303) 674-4331
Evergreen Animal Hospital is open every day, excluding major holidays, for urgent care
and general practice needs. Hours: Monday – Friday 7 am – 7 pm, Sat – Sun 8 am – 5 pm.
Feel free to contact us anytime at 303-674-4331 or stop in for a tour and to meet our staff.
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SUPPORT LOCAL!
Fly Fishing Guide
duaneredford.com

Amy’s Mountain
Dog Training
720-692-8887

Grant Automotive
303-697-0225

Aspen Park Vet
855-377-2638
Big O Tires Evergreen
303-526-1100
Buffalo Park Dentistry
303-674-7741
Casa Tequila’s
303-679-1913
Castles & Kitchens
303-838-4433
Colorado Furniture
303-838-4669
CORE Electric Cooperative
www.CORE.coop
Creative Interiors Design
303-758-5800
Crystal Cowgirl
303-674-6918

HairPort 54
303-838-0092
Knotty Pine
303-838-5679
Mark Ryan Inc.
303-901-2158
Mountain Wood Designs
515-314-9122
On the Move Fitness
303-816-1426
Rocky Mountain
Music Exchange
303-670-1500
Rolling Ridge
Deck & Home
303-670-4919
Sasquatch Outpost
303-816-9383
Spas Etc.
720-475-1795

Evergreen
Animal Hospital
303-674-4331

State Farm Insurance
720-250-9517

Evergreen Crafters
303-674-3153

Sunrise Solutions
303-816-6337

Evergreen
Health Insurance
303-674-1945

Valor Roof and Solar
303-770-7663

Evergreen Memorial Park
303-674-7750
Evergreen
Mountain Sports
303-674-5100

When you buy from a small
business an Actual Person
does a little Happy Dance.

Village Gourmet
303-670-0717
WEB: Women of
Evergreen Businesses
303-870-1321
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All Sons Asphalt
720-413-6867
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Cover Artist,
Beverley Harper Tinsley

reating takes me out of linear time, and
I am addicted to that freedom. My purpose is to capture a fleeting moment — an
instant of intense color, a memory, peace, an
ephemeral thing, such as a flower or leaf that will
not last and might not otherwise be noticed, an
expression, a feather, a landscape as I experience
it, the light and shadows, a piece of a dream, a
feeling — and to stop it in time. I paint experiences I want to have again and to share them.
Primarily, I have been working (and playing)

in watercolor, and I love the luminosity, the
fluidity, the risk, the accidental magic and the
dance between my intentions and a lack of control that comes with a medium that is wet and
fluid, but dries so quickly.
My art is on regular display at Shadow
Mountain Gallery in Evergreen, Portfolio Gallery
in Breckenridge, and The Nature Link in Conifer,
and can also be seen currently in The Evergreen
Bread and Cocktail Lounge and Blackbird Cafe
and Tavern.

Visit my website at: beverley-harper-tinsley.pixels.com
or my Facebook page: @Beverley.Harper.Tinsley
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— ON THE MOVE FITNESS —

Strength Training 101
BY DEB BROWN, NSCA CPT, CWC, CNS
I’m feeling grateful for so
strength training exercises.
many things these days!
That means there are hundreds
Grateful to live in our country
of ways for you to injure yourdespite its flaws, for my freeself if you are not performing
dom, and VERY grateful that
them correctly. Fitness classes
my business survived the panand yoga studios that throw
demic. I’m also feeling gratiin “strength training” with
tude that as I enter my 17th
light weights are often taught
year as a personal trainer, I
by people who do not have a
still love what I do every day.
proper depth of knowledge
One of my favorite parts of
and/or certification to do this.
the job is to educate people
The result can be at the least
regarding the proper way to
ineffectual, and at the worst
train. Invariably, people are
downright dangerous. If you
surprised to learn that there
There is much think you are going to build
is more to it than just “lifting
lean muscle and get stronger
more to strength by using a pair of 3-pound
weights.” If you are looking
to start strength training, or
for months on end,
training than one weights
even if you have been doing it
think again!
might think.
awhile, here are some importNo substitutes. There is no
ant things you need to know:
substitute for strength trainUnderstand principles of overload, pro- ing. Consistency is a major requirement for
gression, rest and proper program design. success. Hiking, biking, skiing and cycling
There is a definite way to do strength train- are excellent physical activities, but none
ing correctly. At its simplest, the premise of can replace the benefits you will get with a
strength training is that you consistently lift properly designed strength training program.
more weight than normal. This breaks down Conversely, all of these outdoor activities can
your muscle fibers. As they repair them- be greatly enhanced by a regular training
selves, the muscle fiber becomes stronger, program.
so as to be able to lift the heavier weight. Ladies, you will not bulk up! Yes, muscle
You must do it just right: use too light of a weighs more than fat, but unless you are a
weight and there will be no adaptation; use professional weight lifter, you will not put on
too heavy of a weight and you set yourself enough muscle to affect the scale. You will,
up for injury. Proper progression means that however, burn serious calories and boost
you methodically increase the weight and/or your basal metabolic rate. Your body will
intensity. Rest and proper fueling are of par- become leaner and you will feel stronger,
amount importance. If you are not providing more energetic, and less stressed, and you
your body with the correct amount of either, will sleep better.
your training will suffer and progress will be
In summary, there is much more to
slow. Having a proper program design that strength training than one might think. Get
works your entire body in a balanced way even one part of it wrong and you will not
is key.
see results. Get it all dialed in and the results
Correct form and technique are exceed- will be both rewarding, empowering and
ingly important! There are hundreds of addictive!

“

”

On The Move Fitness is a Personal Training Studio that has been
serving the Conifer Area for 16 years. Contact us at 303-816-1426
or www.onthemovefitness.com for more info.

A Skeptic’s View
Solar and Water
BY GARY LOFFLER
Solar powered electricity plants
only provide Colorado with about
2.2% of its current energy needs,
while hydroelectric is at about
3.2%. Both have different options
for how they are set up, so let’s
look at solar first.

A

s with last month’s look at wind-powered turbines, it is important to consider
pluses and minuses of solar. The cost of
solar installations varies considerably, partly
because of home installations. It is expensive
to put solar panels on a house, but it can pay
off in the long run with savings on energy bills.
On the industrial side, despite being inexpensive to install and maintain, there are no largescale solar arrays in Colorado. The small array
at Denver International Airport provides about
8.3 MW, while the Fort St. Vrain gas-powered plant has a capacity of about 969. This is
clearly an unfair comparison; the solar panels
at the airport are largely just a useful add-on
while Fort St. Vrain is purpose built, though a
blurb from DIA’s flydenver.com page estimates
the potential output as enough to power 2,500
homes and roughly the equivalent of burning 12 million pounds of coal per year. One
of the issues with solar electrical plants is getting the land needed. DIA is using land that
otherwise would be empty, and California is
in the process of testing using solar panels to
provide shade for water canals while generating electricity.
A common complaint about solar panels
is that they don’t work when the sun doesn’t
shine. One way to mitigate this issue is to use
batteries to store electricity. The demands of
the power grid vary, and during off-peak times,
solar panels can be used to charge the batteries

a good handle on building and maintaining solar, wind
“Weandhave
water plants, and the added benefit of not needing a fuel
source makes them a clear choice moving forward.
”

or some other energy storing technique for
thermoelectric plants. A second option comes
from a different type of solar plant that uses
reflectors to generate heat. These solar thermal
systems use reflectors to concentrate the light
on a receiver, which then heats a transfer fluid
to create steam. Transfer fluid may be molten
nitrate salt or petroleum. This acts as a form
of storage, as the transfer fluid retains enough
heat to create steam even after the sun goes
below the horizon. These solar thermal plants
are generally restricted to desert locales, and
currently there are none in Colorado.
The best basic introduction to water-powered electrical plants is to take a trip to
Georgetown and visit the Georgetown Energy
Museum. Not only does the museum have a
large assortment of early electrical appliances
(including a working washing machine from

the 1920s), but it also is on the site of a working plant that has been in continuous use since
1900. Nikola Tesla had a hand in the installation and design of the plant. The water to
power the plant runs through a penstock (basically large-bore pipe) from a source higher up
the mountain. Farther up towards Guanella
Pass is a second type of water power. The
Cabin Creek Pumped Storage Hydropower
(PSH) uses two reservoirs to generate electricity. During off-peak energy use times the
plant pumps water back up to the higher reservoir, and during peak times the water flows
back down the penstock to power the plant.
This seems counterintuitive, but these types
of hydroelectric plants tend to get about a
70% or higher return on the energy it takes
to refill the upper reservoir. Stored power is
something relatively new to the power grid,

though Pumped Storage Hydropower has
been around for a while, with the first plant
being built in Switzerland in 1907.
There are also some “scavenger” types of
electrical generation devices that use methane produced by farm animals; this is not yet
efficient on a small scale, but can be workable
for very large herds. Waste heat from industrial plants is also a potential energy source
using thermoelectric devices. Nuclear energy
has never really gone away and will likely continue to play a part in the grid.
One of the problems facing phasing in new
solar or wind power generator plants is getting
the electricity to where it is needed. Setting
up transmission lines that run from where
the power is generated to where the power is
needed is nearly as tricky as setting up the new
plants themselves. These transmission lines
are big and can be seen from a long distance,
and they can often need to run several hundred miles.
From a skeptical point of view looking at
the technological problems, it is obvious that
these newer types of plants are better in the
long run. We have a good handle on building
and maintaining solar, wind and water plants,
and the added benefit of not needing a fuel
source makes them a clear choice moving forward. Getting the power to where it needs to
be is also a concern but it can be done. None
of these are going to be the only solution to
our increasing energy needs. While there are
downsides to solar, wind and water powered
plants, the same can be said for any type of
electric generating plant. Coal is being phased
out, but natural gas will be around for a while.
Adding wind and solar technologies to our
electrical grid helps increase the redundancy
and diversity of the grid.
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ELECTRIC RATES RISING 300%
BY BROOKE WHITE, VALORROOFANDSOLAR.COM

T
The Log Cabin at Starbuck c.1925

The town of Starbuck grew to become a summer destination for
“those
seeking respite from the warm temperatures in Denver.
”

Remains of the Motor Club

Present-day well house at the Little Park in Idledale

John Starbuck

Bridges across Bear Creek at Starbuck

connection to the past

STARBUCK — THE TOWN
ELAINE HAYDEN | EVERGREEN MOUNTAIN AREA HISTORICAL SOCIETY

Today, the concept of a drive-thru
Starbuck vastly differs from the
1920s when one could actually
find a drive-thru Starbuck, the
town, in what is now Idledale.

T

he story of Starbuck, the town, began
in 1906 when John Starbuck emerged
on the scene in what is now the quiet
hamlet of Idledale. Starbuck was a rancher
with many irons in the fire, not least of which
was real estate development and sales. Public
records indicate Thomas Vicary homesteaded
the area that encompasses the lower portion of
Grapevine Road and extends south toward Bear
Creek to include Shady Lane and Miller Lane
in the present Idledale area. Vicary’s patent was
recorded in 1880. A series of owners followed
from Vicary to Phelps to Williams to DeVine
and finally to John Starbuck who paid $4,000
for the property. When Starbuck arrived in the
area, the property he took ownership of was
named Joyland. Legend has it that Starbuck
won hundreds of acres in a poker game. While
the path of ownership repudiates the legend,
the poker winnings version of land ownership
has made for a good story through the years.
The Joyland property hosted summer tourists venturing up Bear Creek Canyon to rent a
rustic cabin or enjoy a picnic in the shade of
the cottonwood trees along the creek as early as
1886. Bear Creek turned violent and uninviting in 1896 when floodwaters destroyed many
structures and the serenity of the creekside.
Ten years later John Starbuck surfaced and the
region began a new life while Starbuck platted and subdivided his newly acquired property into an area on both banks of Bear Creek
and in the present Grapevine Road area and

renamed the new town Starbuck. Subdivisions
with names of Sunset Hills, Starbuck Heights,
and Cedar Springs lured land buyers into the
area. Tourist cabins and real estate sales co-existed as folks traveled to Starbuck, intent on
purchasing a plot of land that was considered a
prestigious venture.
The town of Starbuck grew to become a
summer destination for those seeking respite
from the warm temperatures in Denver, and
John Starbuck benefited from land sales in the
emerging town site. A ten-acre camping site
was established along the banks of the creek to
lure and accommodate even more prospective
land buyers. This camp park was later donated
to the newly formed Denver Mountain Park
system and remains today as Little Park. In
1919, famed architect J.J. Benedict designed
the well house at this site that remains today
in an open area at the trailhead at the western
edge of Idledale and serves as a reminder of
the valuable heritage of the area.
To further accommodate prospective buyers
and to add to the attractiveness of the town,
Starbuck sold 65 acres to the Denver Motor
Club in 1916. The Motor Club constructed a
spacious stone structure near the creek that
featured a clubhouse, restaurant and dance
floor. By the early 1920s the town boasted five
dancehalls and nearby gas station, cafe and
dry goods store, owned by the Youngclaus
family. Among the quaint names of these early
businesses are the Log Cabin, the Bluebird
Cafe, and Ye Wilde Cat Inn. As reported in the
Denver Commercial Review, a fish hatchery at
Starbuck Park released “several hundred thousand trout fry...and good fishermen make nice
catches on the banks of Bear Creek.” The popular Motor Club facility later became known
as Ray’s Tab-A-Ran Bar, a well-advertised tourist destination.

Water has played a large role in shaping the
history of Idledale and has helped configure
the town as we know it. Realizing the need for
an infrastructure for the growing community,
John Starbuck developed a water system in
1922 that served a large portion of summer
residents of the town. Starbuck owned the
ditch water rights to Saw Mill Gulch, and it
is reported that he dammed up the gulch to
serve as a holding facility for the town water
supply. Ted Evans later purchased the simple
water system from Starbuck, and with needed
improvements, the path was paved for the formation of the Idledale Water and Sanitation
District in the late 1940s, a system that continues to offer dependable water service to the
residents.
A more dramatic action in the water drama
of the Bear Creek Canyon was the flooding
that effectively wiped out the original town
of Starbuck. Devastating floods in 1933 and
1938 would change the identity of the Idledale
area. A flash flood in 1933 coursed its way
down Saw Mill Gulch and washed out the
filling station, businesses, cabins, and roads,
and rendered Starbuck inaccessible for a time.
Flooding continued to be a major threat in
washing out walking bridges along Bear Creek
in 1935 and 1937. A disastrous water event
occurred in 1938 when flash flooding occurred
on nearby Cold Spring Gulch, west of Starbuck.
The bridges that allowed access to the town
of Starbuck were washed away, and the area
surrounding the creekside Motor Club structure was under water. Adding to the demise
of the Denver Motor Club structure, fire broke
out at the facility during the flood, and with no
access road into Starbuck, the facility burned
to the ground. Remnants of the stone walls
remain on private property along the creek
and visible from Highway #74 in Idledale.

Destructive floods and devastating fires
failed to be the final chapter for the settlement
in Bear Creek Canyon. Changing of the name
of the town from Starbuck to Idledale was put
to a vote of the residents, and the name was
officially changed to Idledale in 1938. The
current roadway, Highway #74, was raised
out of the creek bottom area and reconfigured farther up the north side of the canyon
in the late 1930s, much to the delight of the
Denver Mountain Park system. The Idledale
Fire Protection District was established in
1956 and remains a vital source for fire protection for the district. More than housing a
convenient and accessible post office and
the Idledale Church, Idledale continues to
be a landmark rich in history of Bear Creek
Canyon. A pioneer in attracting tourists to the
area in the 1900s, Idledale continues to serve
as a guidepost to thousands of visitors to the
nearby Lair O’ The Bear Open Space Park, the
trailhead at Denver Mountain Park’s Little Park
and hiking trails and vistas up and down Bear
Creek Canyon. From rocky beginnings, rife
with raging flood waters, Idledale has evolved
into a proud, quiet, and close-knit community
that boasts a heritage that is deserving of a
long chapter in the historic record.
Sources
A History of Idledale, Colorado. Compiled by
Crain, M.H., Braun, C., et.al. 1972.
EMAHS archives and photo collection
Granzella, P. A Century of Jefferson County
Mountain Area Schools. 1993.
Jefferson County, Colorado public records
archives.
The Denver Commercial Annual Review, 1921.

Evergreen Mountain Area Historical Society (EMAHS) is a non-profit organization whose purpose is to protect, preserve and promote the history of
Jefferson County. EMAHS members contribute their time and financial support to collect, preserve and interpret local history, ensuring a legacy that
enriches the lives of present and future generations. Contact EMAHS at 303 670- 0784 or visit their website at jchscolorado.org.
MOUNTAIN CON N E C TIO N | Stories are contributed by local residents to inspire healthy living, happy families, and community giving. Deadline is the 16th of each month. Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.

hat title is NOT a typo; read on. In the
mountains, solar power offers additional
benefits over solar in the lowlands. These
unique characteristics give mountain residents
an advantage when pursuing energy ownership. CORE and Xcel are offering customers
rented liabilities. Their energy comes with a
pretty price tag that’s ever increasing to keep
profits flowing. The new rules and regulations
in place are allowing those energy rates to hit
all-time highs, allowing the utility companies to
build their own renewable energy fields (solar,
wind, and hydroelectric) at the expense of the
customer. These changes make going solar
a no-brainer wherever you live in the state of
Colorado, but especially in the mountains.
There’s a new push throughout the world
to start increasing the number of solar panels
from cities to the mountains. This is happening
in Switzerland, Germany, and throughout the
United States. In Switzerland, they are installing
solar panels in the mountains to replace their
nuclear power plants. They anticipate producing more energy in the winter than the summer
due to unique mountain characteristics.
In Bailey, Conifer, Pine, and Evergreen, the
mountain air is much cooler than down on the
plains. Solar panels, like computers, function
better when they are colder. Not only will they
produce more power, they will perform longer
at that higher capacity. Thus, that cold mountain air actually increases both the efficiency of
the panels and their lifespan.

easily extend how long you can
The thinner atmosphere also
stay in your home as you age.
plays a key role in panel effiThe biggest concern people
ciency. Less of the energy from
have about solar is the bottom
the sun is reflected back to the
dollar. At the end of the day,
sky, since the density of partieveryone has a budget. Time
cles in the atmosphere is lower.
of Use pricing is hitting those
This allows the panels to absorb
with Xcel for the first time this
more sunlight than they can
year. Your rates will triple
down the mountain.
The snowpack in the mounfrom 3 – 7 pm and double from
1 – 3 pm starting April 1st or Oct
tains allows greater reflections
1st. The start date depends on
to reach the panels. White
when Xcel installs your smart
items reflect light. The white
meter. CORE folks have suffered
snow reflects more sunlight
Valor is the
from Time of Use pricing for
onto the panels then the black
only company
years. Regardless of your utilroads in the city.
One of the best parts of my
that offers a cash ity company, once you go solar,
Time of Use pricing does not
job is learning how solar can
back production impact you anymore. The utility
help people in ways I never
company must give you credit
considered. This next mounguarantee for
for each kilowatt hour you protain-specific benefit I learned
25 years.
duce. That means you can use
from my clients. Recently, the
folks I’ve been working with in the mountains those credits whenever you want throughout the
are looking for ways to stay in their homes as day, and any extra energy you use from the grid
they age. Solar plays a key role in this. Solar can is charged at a flat rate instead of the tiered (Time
decrease your electricity bills significantly, if not of Use) system. This is one of the biggest savings
eliminate them. This allows folks the opportu- of going solar. Think what a difference it would
nity to use more electricity for the same price. make on your wallet for you to be charged a flat
Though burning wood is a great way to keep rate when cooking dinner, rather than at triple
costs down, by going solar you are already keep- the rate with Time of Use. With solar, not only
ing those costs down. We all know that as we get will you save due to the flat rate, but more than
older, things like chopping, stacking, or carry- likely the solar system will produce enough
ing wood get harder and harder to do. Solar can energy to avoid being charged at all.

“

”

Solar installations years ago left a black eye
on the industry. Price, inefficiencies, and the
growing pains that come with a brand-new
industry led to mistakes. As solar panel producers become more efficient at creating the panels,
the investment has dropped significantly. I met
with a client in February for whom I was able to
save $70 / month by going solar in the first year.
Now, that’s a unique case, but I may be able
to do the same for you. Valor has learned from
others and improved the permitting process,
installation system, and which panels to trust.
We only use Tier 1 panels because we only trust
Tier 1 panel production levels. Valor is the only
company that offers a cash-back production
guarantee for 25 years.
Overall, mountain residents experience additional benefits such as panel efficiency, lifespan,
and production levels. Those all increase as
you go higher and deeper into the mountains. I
look forward to working with you, saving you
money, and building your custom system.
Installing solar makes financial sense all day
every day in Colorado. With the increasing
energy prices, our sunny weather, buyback
programs, and government incentives, solar
installers can’t keep up with demand, though
I try. I look forward to working with you,
building your solar system to fit your needs,
and seeing how much money I can save you.
Brooke White, Solar Systems Specialist, call
303-704-2449 or the office at 303-770-7663.

COOKING CLASSES WITH…

A Taste of the Caribbean
BY TOM BECKER

April arrives with the promise
of another Colorado spring, and
my culinary desires welcome the
seasonal change.

I

t’s time to fire up that grill and move on
from the stews of the past! The ribs, chops,
shrimp, fish, chicken will soon be sizzling
loud and clear. As always, marinades, dips and
sauces shall abound, but what styles and flavors? How about something other than standard BBQ and backyard fare? Let’s turn to the
Caribbean! I mean, being a melting pot, the
cuisine of the 32 islands of the Caribbean is
influenced by a wide variety of flavors from
Africa, Asia, India, Spain and Europe. You’ll
find many spice and sauce variations from
around the world, providing a culinary journey of discovery!
For instance, curry, a gift from India and
south Asia, is often used in the islands, and
although it may contain the original key ingredients of garlic, turmeric and ginger, the recipes locally used will be shaped to play well
with the distinct foods being prepared. A
Jamaican curry will likely contain turmeric,
coriander, cumin and allspice. Another popular seasoning/marinade in the islands is an
adobo. Being in Colorado and the southwest,
we may look at an adobo sauce as a Mexican
sauce featuring chipotles, Ancho peppers,
chili pepper and tomato. The actual introduction of adobo to the Caribbean came from the
Spanish. Adobo originated as an immersion
for cooked foods which would act to enhance
flavors. It originated in Iberia and long featured paprika, oregano, garlic, salt and vinegar. Today, a Cuban version of adobo mirrors
the local ingredients and pairs very well with
its roasted meats. Garlic, cumin, oregano,

MOJO PORK TENDERLOIN

Today, let’s make a mojo pork tenderloin. It’s
quite easy, and the optional brine is quick
as well.
Brine: ½ C hot water; 2 T salt; 1 ½ T sugar
-Combine in a bowl to mix and dissolve.
Pour into gallon zip lock, set aside.
1 C cold water; 2 T dark rum; juice of 2
limes; 3 T chopped mint; 3 minced garlic
cloves; 2 cleaned pork tenderloins, pierced
with a fork.
-Mix all ingredients, add to brine water in
bag and cool if needed. Place pork in the
bag, seal and refrigerate at least 3 hours.
Mojo: 4 garlic cloves chopped; 1 onion
chopped; 1 C orange juice; ½ C lime juice;
1 T oregano; S&P to taste.
-Add all to a processor and pulse to smooth.
Add 1 C olive oil and process to blend.
Refrigerate until use.
Pork: Olive oil as needed; 2 T paprika; 1 T
cumin; 2 t salt; 2 t black pepper.
Heat grill to high and oven to 400.
-Remove pork from brine and dry off. Coat
with oil and rub with paprika, cumin, salt
and pepper.
ground bay, salt, pepper and a choice of lime
or sour orange creates a flavor which is bright
and herby, and produces a wonderful roasted
meat, such as roast chicken. If you look at
adobo recipes from around the world, you’ll
find a distinct interpretation which varies from
region to region. A Filipino chicken adobo will
traditionally be made with vinegar, soy, garlic,
bay, salt and pepper and oil. An Asian pork
adobo would likely consist of olive oil, garlic,
brown sugar, soy and oyster sauce. The name
may be the same, but the approach changes.
While going to school, we spent a couple

To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by

Place the pork on the grill and mark and
sear on all sides. Remove to the oven and
roast to 140 degrees, 12 – 15 minutes.
Meanwhile, warm the mojo in a pot and
generously rub into the pork when done.
Let rest 10 minutes before slicing.
Serve with Cuban yellow rice – 8 servings
8 saffron fronds soaked in ¼ C hot water for
20 minutes and strained. Keep the water!
¼ C Olive oil; 1 C onion- diced; ½ C ea.,
green bell and red bell peppers, diced; 3 C
rice; 1 t salt; ½ t cumin; ¼ t paprika; 1 t dry
oregano; 4 ½ C chicken stock;
3 t butter; chopped cilantro for garnish.
-Heat oil in large saute pan over medium
heat until it shimmers. Add onions and
peppers, cook stirring 5 – 7 minutes. Stir in
rice and salt, cook until slightly brown. Add
spices, cook to fragrant, add stock and saffron water, bring to boil. Cook stirring 2 – 3
minutes, reduce to simmer, cover and cook
to absorb liquid, 15 – 20 minutes. Gently
add butter to fluff, garnish and serve.

of weeks with guest instructor Chef Carrie,
originally from St. Thomas. She taught technique and dishes from throughout the islands,
but she showed love for Cuban cuisine. Mojo
roasted pork is delicious and easy to make.
Pescados asado (grilled sea bass) and mojito
chicken are prepped and seasoned with similar ingredients, all resulting in amazing flavors. There are many mojo/mojito recipes,
all similar in that they use either vinegar or
citrus to tenderize the meat, and then various
flavor combinations of garlic, herbs, spices
and sometimes olives. And lastly, olive oil is

used to add moisture and hold everything
together. This was a fun class where we discovered the varied mojo styles and uses, along
with flavoring tools, such as sour orange (3/4
C orange:1/4 C lime) or the proper method of
jerk — generally rubbed with a spicy combination of thyme, garlic, brown sugar, scallion,
soy, sour orange, rum, ginger, allspice, cinnamon, nutmeg and black pepper. Start playing;
I know you’ll fall in love.

Castles and Kitchens offers cooking
experiences at their farmhouse kitchen in
Conifer and at the 1000-year-old farmhouse
in Chianti. If you’d like to join them
for either one, go to their website www.
castlesandkitchens.com or contact Francesca or
Tom at castlesandkitchens@gmail.com.
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THE SUN AND THE MOON

EXCERPTS FROM THE NEWLY-PUBLISHED BECOMING CHARLIE: A MEMOIR
WRITTEN BY CHARLES MONLEZUN FOR HIS GRAND DAUGHTER CHARLIE BLEU
During the past week, we had
a record high temperature.
We also had, during the same
week, a full moon. Those
events remind me of a tragedy
and a triumph. Let me explain.

THE SUN

I

n July of 1969, I attended my first summer
camp as a Louisiana National Guard
member of a Combat Engineer Unit,
with Headquarters at New Orleans’ Jackson
Barracks. We were a Float Bridge unit. I was
dual-assigned to the training section and to
operate the unit’s D-8 bulldozer.
Our annual two-week summer camp was to
be held at Fort Chaffey, Arkansas. We were to
mobilize our entire inventory of bridge components and equipment, move it by truck
convoy 500 miles to a small lake on Fort
Chaffey, and there construct a pontoon bridge.
The D-8 dozer and the individual pontoons
used to construct a float bridge are all large
and heavy. Our truck convoy was mostly the
five-ton behemoths needed to move such
mass. These trucks were rugged and powerful
but not luxuriously appointed. Nobody had a
dry stitch of clothing.
The biggest factor of the entire two weeks,
the dangerous steel notwithstanding, was
accomplishing our objectives in the extreme
summer heat. One factor complicating the
oppressive heat was that our unit was charged
with building that bridge while in a “tactical”
status. This meant in a war-game mode, i.e.,
simulating combat conditions. Do not misunderstand, nobody was shooting at us. But we
had to contend with saboteur scenarios, and

guard duty assignments with challenges, all
while working under the supervision of regular Army engineers to document our readiness to construct our bridge under conditions
friendly or unfriendly. This was to be done
while wearing the standard issue “steel pot,”
a metal helmet worn over the lighter helmet
liner. We called that steel pot “the oven,” and
this is why.
An Arkansas July day is hot and humid to
start. Then, add working over water and being
surrounded by steel materials. Now, add that
steel pot covering your brain, and you have a
perfect storm. And storm it did!
The date was July 20,1969. It was a Saturday,
but weekends do not count at summer camp.
The mercury had to be pushing 100 degrees.
We were all doing our jobs and wearing our
steel-pot ovens. Suddenly, on the edge of the
lake, landed a small, two-man military helicopter. Some unknown, high-ranking officer
was arriving to inspect us. Moments after
he alighted, one of our soldiers went to his
knees, then totally collapsed. He was having
a full-blown heat stroke. His seizing body was
hurriedly carried by the men to the now commandeered chopper. He was evacuated and,
within moments, arrived at the Chaffey Aid
Station, a far cry from a hospital. He was just
too severely overheated. We learned later that
he had suffered irreversible brain damage. He
was and remained in an essentially vegetative
state. It was about 2:00pm on July 20,1969.

THE MOON
On May 25, 1961, President John F. Kennedy
addressed Congress. He declared an unimaginable proposition. By the end of that decade,
he proposed, America would “land a man on

the moon and safely return him to Earth.” By
blood, sweat, tears, ingenuity, brilliance, and
financial priority, we got incrementally closer
to the moon. Then, in a seeming state of suddenness, we were there. The moon did not
move closer to us, and neither did earth edge
closer to the moon. It was we earthlings who
moved incrementally closer through dogged
technological and human determination.
Goals are like that. They are improbable until
we declare them to be possible.
On July 20, 1969, at 2:00 pm, CST, astronaut Neil Armstrong landed safely on the
moon’s surface, taking “a giant leap for mankind” as he left the landing module’s ladder.
Just imagine, a human footprint on the moon!
“The Eagle has landed.”
Why do I tell you of the exact hour of
that human accomplishment? It was in that
same hour of that same day that that national
guardsman from New Orleans collapsed on a
float bridge in a small lake in sweltering Fort
Chaffey, Arkansas.
Two celestial bodies were prominent in our
lives that day, each with different outcomes.
The presence of one baked the brains of one
of our fellow soldiers, and the presence of the
other lifted all of our eyes in wonderment.
What does all this mean? I do not pretend to
be able to plumb the meaning of such simultaneously occurring events. I only know that
a really hot July day can still make me think
of that particular soldier and that a full moon
never fails to make me turn to stare, and, so
often, to remember that soldier.
So, Charlie Bleu, thank every soldier and
appreciate every moonbeam.
Private Charles J. Monlezun
NG25520554

P.S. When the Apollo 11 mission put Neil
Armstrong onto the moon, he descended a
ladder attached to the lunar module. The
design of that apparatus was greatly made
possible by your cousin, Harold Doiron,
your great-grandmother Margaret Doiron-Van
Neste-LeBleu’s nephew. Harold’s Ph.D. dissertation at the University of Houston had been
on that Apollo11 landing apparatus design.
Not bad for a farm boy from Thornwell, La.,
and a graduate of Lake Arthur High School.
Set your sights high, Charlie Bleu. You
are standing on the shoulders of people who
“landed us on the moon and brought us safely
back to earth.”

CHARLES J. MONLEZUN holds a trio of
master’s degrees as well as a doctorate in the
fields of social work and public health from
Tulane and Harvard Universities. Following
a forty-year practice, shared with his wife,
Sharon, in Southwest Louisiana, they moved
to Golden, CO. They enjoy meals, sleepovers,
and park frolicking as often as possible
with their daughter and granddaughter and
continue to cherish time well-spent with
family and friends, old and new.

dog ownership comes
“theWithresponsibility
to always
pick up after your dog, whether
you are home or out and about.
70 million dogs in the U.S.
produce over 10 million tons of
poop each year!

”

Dogs, Dogs, T
Dogs
Scoop the Poop!
BY CATHY KOWALSKI
Earth Day is April 22, and what
better time for us to talk about
caring for our planet by disposing
of dog waste properly.

hree quarters of a pound of waste per
day is estimated per dog. Disposing of
it is a dirty job, but someone’s got to do
it! Some people believe that because it’s in their
yard it will eventually disappear, or maybe
their dog is small, so what’s the big deal, or
it’s just too much work and therefore there is
no need to take care of it. With dog ownership comes the responsibility to always pick up
after your dog, whether you are home or out
and about. 70 million dogs in the U.S. produce
over 10 million tons of poop each year!
Dog feces contain microorganisms that are
both pathogenic to humans and resistant to
several antibiotics, resulting in diseases transmitted to humans. Keep that in mind as you are
gardening, walking barefoot or playing on grass
where dogs relieve themselves. Small children
like to play in the grass, or the dirt, and their
fingers usually end up in their mouths!
According to the Environmental Protection
Agency, dog waste is classified as a pollutant in
the same category as oil spills, herbicides, and
insecticides, because the nutrients and pathogens leach into soil and water. The nitrogen
in the waste causes excessive algae and weed
growth. Disease-causing worms, bacteria, and
viruses leak into the water supply when the

snow melts or it rains — directly or through
storm drains. The CDC (US Center for Disease
Control and Prevention) confirms that pet
waste can spread parasites including salmonella, tapeworms, roundworms, and hookworms. Some parasites take days to weeks to
reach the infectious stage; therefore it is more
hazardous, the longer it sits. E.coli and Giardia
can live in the intestines of a dog and will be
present in their waste. Parvovirus is highly
contagious and capable of surviving in the
environment for up to two years. Symptoms
are vomiting, lethargy, loss of appetite, and
fever, and it is a potentially life-threatening
illness that can affect puppies who have not
had all their shots. That’s the reason it’s recommended that your puppy does not walk
on grass or areas where other dogs have eliminated and that you carry your puppy when
you go to the vet’s office until your puppy has
all their shots.
Dog waste is not a fertilizer and should not
be composted; it contains up to two and a half
times more nitrogen than cows’ waste and
will kill grass, taking up to a year to naturally
decompose.
Wear gloves when gardening or working
outdoors, and wash your hands thoroughly

after scooping your dog’s poop.
When should you scoop the poop?
Immediately in your yard, in the woods or
even remote locations, in the snow, no matter
the size of your dog — SCOOP THE POOP!
If you are on a hike, always have plastic bags
available and clean up after your dog — don’t
leave it by the side of the trail and think you’ll
pick it up later — either you won’t remember
or you will be unable to find it. Carry it with
you until you find a trash receptacle. It’s quite
easy — always carry a plastic bag, pick it up
immediately, and place in a trash container.
There are bags you can get that attach right
to your leash. Many parks offer courtesy bags
and disposal boxes. Make sure your dog does
not do their business within 200 feet of water.
Animal waste may seem like a small source
of pollution, but it can add up to a big problem for water quality and human health.
Cathy is the Executive
Director and trainer at
Faithfully K9 Service
Dogs and Dog Training.
Call 970-591-3205
or visit the website
www.faithfullyk9.com.
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Jeff’s favorites

Woodstock
BY JONI MITCHELL

Evergreen Rotary Announces
New Initiative to Aid Indigenous
Women in Guatemala

T

he Evergreen Rotary
Club has a new
program! Created
in December of 2021, the
Guatemala
Indigenous
Women’s
Endowment
Fund was made possible
through a generous initial
gift of $200,000 from the
Quetzal University Fund,
with more anticipated in
the years ahead. The endowment will be managed by the Evergreen Rotary Foundation and
is designed to provide annual grants “in perpetuity” to the MAIA Impact School in Sololá,
Guatemala, for the exclusive purpose of providing university scholarships to its graduates. An initial grant of $24,000 was made in
December, 2021.
The Evergreen Rotary Club has had a
longstanding relationship with the Quetzal
University Fund and with MAIA. Its
Foundation serves as fiscal sponsor for the
Quetzal University Fund, and MAIA has been
the recipient of several Rotary grants in the
past. According to club member Al Steger,
“We are convinced that working with these

two outstanding organizations is an important step
in accomplishing Rotary’s
objectives and addressing
many of the issues facing
developing nations today.”
Guatemala is a developing country in Central
America. More than half
of its population is indigenous Maya. The Maya
have been suppressed and discriminated
against for centuries. Opportunities for education, access to medical care and ownership
of land and businesses are extremely limited.
The gap between rich and poor is the highest
in Latin America.
According to Steger, the importance of
educating Maya women cannot be stressed
enough. Only 20% of indigenous girls from
rural Guatemala are enrolled in secondary
school. Less than 2% continue to university.
He indicates that “women take what they
learn home with them, educating their siblings and parents. They have a fervent desire
to lift themselves, their families, and their
communities out of poverty.”

How can you help?
You can donate to the Evergreen Rotary Foundation by sending a check
designated for the GIW Endowment Fund to The Evergreen Rotary
Foundation, P.O. Box 4143, Evergreen, CO 80437. Or you can donate
on-line through Colorado Gives: https://www.coloradogives.org/
EvergreenRotaryFoundation. (Under programs, direct your donation to
the GIWEF). All donations go to increasing the principal of the endowment, so the amount of the annual grants can increase in perpetuity.

I came upon a child of God
He was walking along the road
And I asked him where are you going
And this he told me
I’m going on down to Yasgur’s farm
I’m going to join in a rock ‘n’ roll band
I’m going to camp out on the land
I’m going to try an’ get my soul free
We are stardust, We are golden
And we’ve got to get ourselves
Back to the garden
Then can I walk beside you
I have come here to lose the smog
And I feel to be a cog
in something turning
Well maybe it is just the time of year
Or maybe it’s the time of man
I don’t know who I am
But you know life is for learning

By the time we got to Woodstock
We were half a million strong
And everywhere there was
song and celebration

And hearts dancing to be outside
And love someone
And feel free
And love someone

Green knife-point shoots
Breaking through the earth
From their hiding bulbs
Seeking water and sun

Heading towards the heat of summer
And the passion of the mountains
And the truth telling
And the heartbreaking of fall

Snow melting into creeks
Then streams
Then rivers and lakes
Rushing over small rocks
And around large ones
Giving trout a new hiding place to feed

But for now
It’s spring you know
Buds to blossoms
Coming out of hiding
Like a bear — Hungry

BY PENNY RANDELL

We are stardust
Billion-year-old carbon
We are golden
Caught in the devil’s bargain
And we’ve got to get ourselves
back to the garden
Source: jonimitchell.com • © October 22,
1969; Siquomb Publishing Corp

BY JOHN LENNON / PAUL MCCARTNEY
Hey Jude, don’t make it bad.
Take a sad song and make it better.
Remember to let her into your heart,
Then you can start to make it better.
Hey Jude, don’t be afraid.
You were made to go out and get her.
The minute you let her under your skin,
Then you begin to make it better.
And anytime you feel the pain,
hey Jude, refrain,
Don’t carry the world
upon your shoulders.
For well you know that it’s a fool
who plays it cool
By making his world a little colder.

Think Spring
BY TIFFANY W LOCKWOOD

It’s spring you know
Buds to blossoms
Coming out of hiding
Like a bear — hungry

Juba’s Take
on the
Wolverine

And I dreamed I saw the bombers
Riding shotgun in the sky
And they were turning into butterflies
Above our nation

So let it out and let it in, hey Jude, begin,
You’re waiting for someone
to perform with.
And don’t you know that it’s just you,
hey Jude, you’ll do,
The movement you need
is on your shoulder.
Hey Jude, don’t make it bad.
Take a sad song and make it better.
Remember to let her under your skin,
Then you’ll begin to make it
Better better better
better better better, oh.
Na na na nananana, nannana,
hey Jude... (repeat and fade)
Source: LyricFind
Songwriters: John Lennon / Paul McCartney
Hey Jude lyrics © Sony/ATV Music
Publishing LLC

Poet ’s corner

BY JEFF SMITH

Penny for your thoughts

Hey Jude

Hey Jude, don’t let me down.
You have found her, now go and get her.
Remember to let her into your heart,
Then you can start to make it better.

It’s Spring

We are stardust, We are golden
And we’ve got to get ourselves
Back to the garden

Spring is a season of excitement for me.
A time of firsts, each of which brings
promise of more to look forward to. I
smile when I hear the first song of a
bird. So silent throughout the winter,
they spring into song and brighten my
day. I walk through my yard, lean over
and brush some pine straw aside, and
there it is, that little bit of green pushing through the dirt, testimony that
my hard work last fall was all worth
it, and knowing that soon crocus and
daffodils will bring color to my world. I
love spring.
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Recently, a few
“
wolverines have been…
tracked leaving Wyoming
en route to Colorado.

”

This month we take on an
animal I hope never to meet
up with in the wild.

C

onsidered vicious, the wolverine, (Gulo
gulo), is the largest of the land-dwelling species in the family Mustelidae.
This group includes weasels, badgers, otters,
ferrets, martens and minks. All these animals
are carnivorous and are part of the largest
order, Carnivora. This wild one is the largest
and most fierce when compared to the other
Mustelidae species. In fact, the wolverine has a
reputation of having strength out of proportion
to its size and can take on prey much larger
than itself. Being just a dog, I recognize that I
could be eaten by a wolverine, despite the fact
that I weigh 70 pounds. Woof, that’s scary!
At one time these critters were many and
could easily be found within the Colorado
Rocky Mountain area. Currently the wolverine is in the spotlight here in Colorado.
A reintroduction has been considered by
Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW), stating,
“There is a renewed interest on the part of

the administration in CPW’s past work to
consider reintroduction of the wolverine in
Colorado. A stakeholder process was undertaken in 2010, resulting in an extensive report
and plan for how that reintroduction could
be accomplished. So, we are now taking a
look at that report and associated documents
and thinking about next steps for wolverines
in Colorado.”
Easy to identify, the wolverine is quite
robust and often considered to look like a
small bear. Its head is rounded with small
eyes and short rounded ears. Their short legs
are equipped with five toes each that end in
semi-retractable claws used for climbing and
digging. Their head is stout and unusually
dense with powerful teeth positioned for
feeding at all times. The male can weigh up to
44 pounds when fully grown, with the female
weighing in around 30 to 40% smaller. Their
coat is attractive and is typically a rich, glossy,
dark brown. However, white or orange
patches are commonly seen on their chest or
throat. Too, coats can also be pale brown or
buff with well-defined lateral dark brown or
black stripes along their sides. Not all wolverines have these stripes, and some white ones
do exist, although quite rare.
Unfortunately, the wolverine became popular because of its hydrophobic fir, meaning
resistant to frost, and was hunted and trapped
continually for this feature. This fur is used for
lining in jackets and parkas in Arctic conditions. A light silvery facial mask is evident in
some individuals, and all have a bushy tail. In
keeping with many others in the Mustelidae
family, the wolverine has potent anal scent
glands used for both marking territory and
sexual signaling. The aroma is pungent, thus
he is often called “skunk bear” and “nasty
cat.” Wolverines possess a special upper
molar in the back of the mouth that is rotated
90 degrees towards the inside of the mouth.
Many Mustelidae members have this characteristic, which is used to tear frozen meat.
As far as diet goes, the wolverine is primarily a scavenger. Mostly they are dependent
on carrion, or the decaying flesh of dead animals. This pursuit occurs mostly in winter
and spring. They may find the rotting flesh
on their own or follow other predators and
intervene, snatching the meal away from the

original catch. Too, they often follow wolves
and lynx trails, with the intent to scavenge
the remains of their kill. Whether this animal
is eating live prey or carrion, the feeding style
of this critter is voracious, leading to another
nickname -- “glutton.” Although such
devouring intensity appears to be an official
adaptation, it is believed to be in response to
food scarcity, especially in winter. This powerful and versatile hunter mainly preys on
medium-sized mammals, but they have been
recorded as a killer of deer many times larger
than themselves. Mainly they depend on porcupines, squirrels, chipmunks, beavers, rabbits, voles and rats for their diet. Still, they
often take down caribou, sheep, goats, cattle,
bison, and even a full-grown moose.
The wolverine has many enemies, such as
black and brown bears, cougars and golden
eagles. However, it is the wolf that threatens this animal year-round. Should a wolf
move into its territory, a wolverine will often
vacate and find another home. This animal,
like most mustelids, is exceptionally strong
for its size. Armed with powerful jaws, sharp
claws and a thick hide, they are winners in
battle and can defend themselves from all
animals — except for the wolf.
In regards to reproduction, successful
males will form lifetime relationships with
two or three females, which they visit occasionally. Unsuccessful males may live without
ever mating, spending their time isolated and
alone. Summer is mating season for this guy,
yet implantation is delayed until early winter,
which delays the fetus development. If food
is scarce, the female may not produce any
young. Gestation is usually 30 to 50 days,
with offspring born in the spring. The kits
have rapid development and reach adult size
within the first year. A wolverine in captivity
lives anywhere from 15 to 17 years, but only
8 to 10 years in the wild. Fathers make visits
to their offspring until they are weaned at 10
weeks. Some of these daddies return to the
birthing site when the babies are about six
months old. They reconnect and even travel
together for short periods of time.
The world’s population of wolverines
is not known. Because they require a very
large home range, they exhibit a low population density. In conclusion, they are not

considered on the decline at present. Radio
tracking proves that the range of a male can
be as far as 240 square miles. Females usually have smaller home ranges of about 100
square miles. Adult wolverines do their best
not to overlap ranges with adults of the same
sex because the resulting increase in territory
would take several months to travel through
these extra hundreds of miles. Dens are
dug by females, who burrow into the snow
in February and use them until weaning in
mid-May. Wolverines have been known to
move on to other areas that are experiencing
late-spring snow melts. These observations
have led to concern that global warming will
shrink wolverine populations.
Human development causes conflict with
the large territories accessed by the wolverine. In addition, hunting and trapping further reduces their numbers. Former ranges
have been left barren as these critters search
for suitable living in other parts of the world.
Attempts to have them placed on the endangered species list have had little success. In
February 2013 the United States Fish and
Wildlife Service proposed giving Endangered
Species Act protection to the wolverine due
to the diminishing of its winter habitat in the
northern Rockies.
The plan to reintroduce this critter here in
Colorado is valuable and necessary. Recently,
a few wolverines have been spotted in the
northern U.S., traveling from Canada, and
were successfully tracked leaving Wyoming
en route to Colorado. In February 2014 a
wolverine was seen in Utah, the first confirmed sighting in over 30 years. Despite
their voraciousness, these animals are needed
here to keep the balance of wildlife on track.
As always, there is plenty of information
online to keep us informed. The wolverine
should be seen as an asset to nature, and new
attempts concerning reintroduction should
be supported.
That’s it for this month. I’ll be writing again
soon. In the meantime, consult Colorado
Parks and Wildlife for developments on the
wolverine. Enjoy our pre-spring and watch
out for these powerful beasts, as they just
might be showing up in the near future.

our Mountain
Connection recognizes

the talent and creativity of our
mountain neighbors. Each
month we invite local artists,
photographers, poets, and
writers to submit their work for
consideration in Your Mountain
Connection. We will choose
submissions that best fit our
monthly theme to be featured
on our cover with a small
recognition article inside the
paper. We also might include
a small feature article inside
the paper, space providing. We
look forward to each and every
submission...thank you!

MOUNTAIN CON N E C TIO N | Stories are contributed by local residents to inspire healthy living, happy families, and community giving. Deadline is the 16th of each month. Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.
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WILDFIRE DEFENSE SYSTEMS

Conifer Chamber News

A Proactive Approach For Limiting the Potential Damage of a Disaster

CONIFER UPDATE

Wildfire protection services have become more prevalent as the threat
of wildfires grows in the western U.S. every year. State Farm® is working
with Wildfire Defense Systems to help mitigate that threat for all State
Farm non-tenant homeowner and farm/ranch policyholders in Arizona,
California, Colorado, Oregon, and Washington. To learn more, please visit
the Wildfire Defense System website at www.wildfire-defense.com

Why is State Farm providing wildfire
protection services?

Recent devastating wildfire seasons prompted
State Farm to look at proactive ways to help
our customers before a disaster and to find
ways to reduce damages. As a result, State
Farm and Wildfire Defense Systems are positioned to provide this large-scale service.

What is the cost for this service?

There is no additional cost for State Farm nontenant policyholders.

Who gets a Wildfire Response
Endorsement?
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Because there is no charge for the service to our
customer, a Wildfire Response Endorsement
has been added to all non-tenant homeowner
and farm/ranch policies in Arizona, California,
Colorado, Oregon, and Washington. This
includes homes that appear to be at minimal
risk to wildfire. Unfortunately, wildfires are
advancing on areas that have typically not seen

this threat in the past, so it is difficult to determine who is at risk and who is not.

Who administers this service?

Wildfire Defense Systems will be contracted
to provide these services on behalf of State
Farm to our customers in designated states.
Wildfire Defense Systems has been providing
these services since 2008 and is well respected
as the leader in this industry. They have monitored more than 58,000 fires in 22 states on
behalf of insurers since 2013. Wildfire Defense
Systems employees are experienced, highly
trained, safety-focused wildfire officers and
fire personnel that meet or exceed all federal
wildfire operation standards and codes including all requirements of the National Wildfire
Coordination Group or equivalent.

Will the State Farm wildfire
protection services interfere with the
authorities deployed to a wildfire?

Wildfire Defense Systems only operates at the

direction and with the express approval of the
local, state or federal authorities as it relates
to areas that can be accessed during a wildfire event. They will not enter an area without
these authorities being aware of their presence
and without their permission.

Who makes the decision during a
wildfire event?

All decisions regarding the protection of the
home are determined by Wildfire Defense
Systems and their field crews. State Farm does
not influence the actions of the field crews
when on-site. The decisions they make are
influenced by the behavior of the fire and the
decisions of the state and federal incident command managing firefighting resources.

How will Wildfire Defense Systems
help protect my home?

Wildfire Defense Systems may visit your property if it is located in an area with an active
wildfire to assess the threat and their field
crews may take pre-suppression and post-suppression actions. They’ll determine the most
appropriate mitigation methods based on their
professional judgment. Those actions may
include:
• Fuel source mitigation by moving combustible material away from the home
• Clearing gutter and roof debris
• Taping off exposed vents

• Returning to the home after the wildfire
passes to monitor and extinguish hotspots
and collect their equipment

Upcoming Chamber Events

Will Wildfire Defense Systems need
access to the interior of my home?

BY BRITNI LEROUX, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Wildfire Defense Systems does not enter the
interior of the home. Their mission is to help
prevent the home from catching fire and all the
mitigation activities to do that center around
activities on the exterior of the home.

How will I know Wildfire Defense
Systems have been to my home?

Wildfire Defense Systems’ personnel will leave
behind a door hanger that indicates to the
homeowner that they were there, what they did
and what customers can do moving forward to
protect their home from wildfire. Typically, a
customer will not be present at their property
when Wildfire Defense Systems arrives on-site
due to local evacuation decisions. It is possible you will see the wildfire protection service personnel and vehicles, which are clearly
marked as insurance resources, responding to
the wildfire.
While providing wildfire defensive measures does not guarantee every home will be
saved, this is one example of how State Farm
is being proactive to help farm/ranch and nontenant homeowner customers against a growing threat.

“

”

The information in this article was obtained from various sources not associated with State Farm® (including State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company and its subsidiaries and affiliates). While we
believe it to be reliable and accurate, we do not warrant the accuracy or reliability of the information. State Farm is not responsible for, and does not endorse or approve, either implicitly or explicitly, the content of
any third party sites that might be hyperlinked from this page. The information is not intended to replace manuals, instructions or information provided by a manufacturer or the advice of a qualified professional,
or to affect coverage under any applicable insurance policy. These suggestions are not a complete list of every loss control measure. State Farm makes no guarantees of results from use of this information.
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CALL 303-674-3701
Always More
Stories to Tell

The Conifer Area Chamber of Commerce is
dedicated to making our community the best it
can be. We are here to support our local businesses
and create opportunities for them to grow and
get connected to our community.

CONIFER AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE (CACC) • GOCONIFER.COM
The CACC was founded on December 11, 1975 by a group of local business people
and has been bringing the community together ever since. Our goal is to create
opportunities for our members to succeed. We actively promote our members through
monthly membership meetings, after hours mixers, educational workshops, quarterly
non-profit meetings and community events.
Our mission is to encourage, develop, promote and protect the general business
interests of the area in accordance with the principles of the free enterprise system.

F

riends, family, and lovers of a good
story gathered on Sunday, March 13,
for Charles Monlezun’s signing of
his new book Becoming Charlie hosted by
Hearthfire Books and Treats. The book is
a series of stories from Charles’ life written
down for his granddaughter, Charlie Bleu.
Charles has been teasing the book for the
last year with a monthly column here in Your
Mountain Connection, and regular readers will
know that these stories are both intensely
personal yet universal. Attendees enjoyed
Charles’ readings from selected passages
during the event.
You can download past editions of Your
Mountain Connection and read Charles’ stories along with articles from all of our talented writers who contribute every month
at yourmtnconnection.com. We appreciate
the opportunity that we have to share local
stories and news on the POSITIVE side!

Grow your community...

PHOTO BY GARY LOFFLER

BUY LOCAL!

Thank you to our Contributing Writers! Cynthia Kimball Cathy Kowalski Gary Loffler Charles Monlezun Kaarsten Turner Dalby Anne Vickstrom
MOUNTAIN CON N E C TIO N | Stories are contributed by local residents to inspire healthy living, happy families, and community giving. Deadline is the 16th of each month. Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.

two-hour time frame gives you
PHOTO CONTEST
the opportunity to discuss
The Conifer Area Chamber of
and share ideas while learning
Commerce mails out a printed
about other local businesses.
business directory along the
Stay for 20 minutes or enjoy
285 Corridor. We are lookthe full two hours. Get out
ing for local photographers
there! Give people the chance
to submit photos that capture
to get to know you so they will
the beauty of our area. We are
want to do business with you.
looking for photos that best
Support Conifer businesses
represent the active lifestyle
and support your Conifer
of our community and show
Chamber. Check out the calpeople enjoying all our area
endar for locations.
has to offer (camping, mountain biking, hiking, horse back
ELEVATION
riding, etc). Please submit
Take
advantage
CELEBRATION ON
only local shots of images in
and around the 285 corridor.
SUTTON RD. IN ASPEN
of the many
The Contest Winner will be
PARK – JULY 30 & 31
opportunities and Conifer’
announced and awarded on
s signature summer
April 1st. WINNER receives an business services the festival focuses on celebratarticle in the Canyon Courier,
ing the mountain lifestyle!
Chamber offers.
your photo and photo credit
Elevation Celebration is a free
on the cover and bragging
community street fair the last
rights of your photo being in over 11,000+ weekend in July. Join us for Conifer’s signature
home and businesses along the 285 Corridor!! summer festival featuring the Elevation Run/
If you have any questions or would like to par- Walk, live local music on two stages, a craft
ticipate, please reach out to Britni LeRoux at beer tent, beer garden and kid zone. Fun for
director@goconifer.com or call 303-838-5711 all ages!
with questions.
Follow us on Facebook for all the latest
updates. We are now taking applications for
ANNUAL AWARDS
craft and food vendors for this event. Go to
Each year the Conifer Chamber is thrilled to
GoConifer.com for more details.
honor businesses, organizations and individuTake advantage of the many opportunities
als that have made a difference in our chamber
and business services the Chamber offers.
and our community and have worked to make
If you have any membership questions or
living in the foothills even better. Winners
would like to find out more about becomwill be announced at our April 8th meeting at
ing a member, do not hesitate to contact me,
Woodlands from 7:30 am – 9:00 am.
Britni LeRoux, Executive Director, director@
goConifer.com, 303-838-5711. Thank you
AFTER HOURS MIXER
for your continued support and thank you for
APRIL 21ST AT HAIR, ETC.
shopping local!
After Hour Business Networking Mixers are
Britni LeRoux
the premiere networking event for business
Executive Director
professionals in the Conifer area. They are
Conifer Area Chamber of Commerce
held on the third Thursday of each month
from 5 p.m.-7 p.m. and the cost to attend
If you have any membership questions,
is just $5 for members and $10 for not-yetplease contact the chamber office:
members or members of the community. This
director@GoConifer.com, 303-838-5711.
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Evergreen Chamber Ribbon Cuttings and News
Chamber
News
Boulder Valley Family Practice
— Julie Kautz
Helping families stay Colorado-healthy. We
provide primary care services for patients
age five and up, and manage common
conditions such as high blood pressure,
high cholesterol, asthma, low thyroid, and
diabetes. Annual exams include blood work,
EKG, and lung function testing.

THINK SPRING!

BY ANNE VICKSTROM
The first of April is called April
Fool’s Day — was it springtime in
Colorado that inspired that day?

A

lot of folks are new to our beautiful
mountain community, and for those
who have not yet experienced spring
in the Colorado foothills, consider this a fair
warning — don’t be fooled! Piles of snow on
the north side will begin to shrink, hiking trails
will begin to be revealed, and due to those
stretches of sunny days, buds may even begin
to poke their heads out on branches, but don’t
put that snow shovel away just yet!
These mountains have an ornery reputation for tricking us into thinking we can tuck
away the snow boots and put our heavy coats
in the back of the closet. Oh, it’s true, we’ll
have sandal days — your neighbors spotted
in shorts — but it only takes one Colorado
spring to know that you don’t really settle into
the warmth until after Father’s Day — a good
month and a half away.
Several years ago, I left my husband and
children tidying up around the house. They
were busy raking the winter muck into piles,
picking up slash, and generally making the
yard look tidy. They were ready to welcome
spring, but I was still looking for some winter
activity. Instead of joining them, I headed
to Mt. Evans with our two dogs for a bit of

cross-country skiing. Back then you could get
away with your dog being off-leash before the
road opened again.
Off we went, a golden retriever wagging his
tail with anticipation, the Labrador retriever
sleeping as long as possible until it was time
to get some exercise. I parked in the lot below
the ranger hut and let the dogs out of the car.
They sniffed and explored as I clipped into my
bindings, and we were off. It was a bit more
like snowshoeing, more accurately — hopping
from one snow patch to the next so as to not
completely destroy the bottom of my skis. I
trekked up to the first turn as “the boys” ran
ahead and came tearing back, loving every
moment of freedom. The snow became more
consistent the farther we traveled, but the air
was still warm, the sun was shining, with only
a few light clouds gathering above us — I was
in heaven. My lungs were filled with the clean
mountain air; I inhaled and, like a wine critic,
held the scents of pine and earth in my nose.
The Labrador stopped and looked at me as
if to say, “Well, this has been a jolly fine time,
but shouldn’t we be heading back now?” I
encouraged him with a little tug at his collar
as his over-enthusiastic golden friend ran and
lovingly nipped him as if to say, “Hey, we’re
just getting started! Let’s go!” And then it
seemed, the “gods” heard my Lab’s wishes.
As we made our way around a bend, where
under sunny, summer skies, I would have been

able to see all the way back down to Evergreen
where my family was sporting shorts and
t-shirts, the Colorado spring screamed its fury
right in our faces. I mean, the wind came at us
as fast as a high-speed train, as frozen snow
pelted our cheeks like tiny little arrows.
Two sets of ears went flying in the wind and
both dogs dropped to the ground. I nearly fell
over. The snow that had steadily been growing
deeper now extended from the hillside, like a
slope at the best of our mountain resorts, right
over the road. I could clearly see that there
was “no way — no how” I was going to cross
that snowfield that plummeted down into the
valley below. Imagining the three of us making
our way over the endless slab of snow, I shuddered — I nearly panicked. I had to get away
from that threat to me and my dogs.
The golden stood again when the wind
momentarily ceased, as if to say, “Well, if
you want to go, I’ll stick with you.” The Lab,
however, slunk down — nearly on his little
pink belly — away from me. I recall how he
looked over his shoulder as to say, “I’m heading back to the car.” He gave one last look
over his shoulder, “Don’t be stupid.” I wasn’t
stupid — that day.
Carefully making our way back where the
trees protected the road, we made our way
over the suddenly snow-covered road, allowing all three of us to practically fly back to
the comfort of the car. Frozen lashes batted at

me from the back seat as I turned back onto
Hwy. 103, then I cranked the heater to HIGH,
in hope of stopping my two furry boys from
shivering.
By the time we hit Witter Gulch, the snow
was dissipating and a few curves and a couple
hundred feet lower in altitude, it was back to
spring again. I passed neighbors tending their
own yards, oblivious of what lay just a couple
of miles away.
As I pulled into our driveway, I felt like a
returning explorer to the Arctic. I expected my
children to run and throw their arms around
me, calling out, “We’re so glad you’re home
safe!” I imagined my husband would gather
me in his arms and say, “We hoped you would
make it back safely.” Instead, they nodded and
said, “Well, you didn’t ski very long.” The dogs
and I gave them dirty looks and went inside
the house.
As I warmed up in a hot shower I thought
to myself, if something had happened to us,
no one down here would have come looking
for us — after all, it was a beautiful Colorado
spring day.
Anne Vickstrom’s first writing gig was right
here at Your Mountain Connection. She has
written for national and regional publications
and has published books. She loves living in
Evergreen where she and her husband raised
their three children and six dogs.

There is Wild There
BY KAARSTEN TURNER

I

am a long way from the life I used to live.
Yesterday, hidden between the pages of
a book, I found index cards with an outline of ideas for an essay about wolves. The
uncanny weight of a thing enchanted by stories told and retold and then told again. I told
the stories. For years, in classrooms and board
rooms and in bedrooms to my sons, I told the
stories. However, I have never written about
them. The cards came tumbling to the floor. I
have been at it for so long that I rarely use the
words anymore.
Wolves are so full of passion they can barely
stand it. I can barely stand it. These animals
fascinate me. They are fierce mothers, and
they get pissed off, easily. There are pairs and
collars and predators and hostility. There is
patience and impatience. There is myth and
folklore and imagination.
For me, though, the wolves are all tied
together. There is wild there, and yet, sitting just on the edge of the unwild. They are
always there.
Today though, I am invited to share a story
so rich I can begin anywhere. Write about the
wild, they asked. Write about the bears, perhaps? I wondered and then I found the cards
with the beginning.
It started twenty-five years ago. Right on the
Montana-Canada border, there was a pack of
wolves that served as a kind of hope, a longing.
Invited by a wildlife biologist to spend
some time in a place without roads, I said yes
to two weeks with a man I had only known
through his writing and his research. It was
October. The aspen trees had already lost their
leaves and the sky had started to spit snow.
I was nervous. The phrases he used were
risky, long shot, slim to none. He was sure to
set my expectations. We might or might not
catch a glimpse of the family of wolves. Rifle
season has been on for two days. There were
pups. He knew that. Those with a poor shot,

“They just keep on running. Wolves, politicos, people. Me.”

labored to aim the rifle, they crippled deer and
that meat sustained the pups. We knew this
because there was blood in the snow. I wanted
to know. Where was their mother?
I had driven through the night as if pushing
back time, down gravel roads, across meadows, checking game cameras for a glimpse of
a pair we called the Harrrisons. My professors,
the biologist and the writers told me not to
anthropomorphize — not to think of them as
having feelings, not to think of them as being
able to think. I thought about them though.
I think about them now, at night, the mothers and the pups, the tangle of prey, tackled in
snow or dirt. Teeth. Long legs. Heart.
I had a thick canvas tent with metal poles
and a wood stove inside. The only sounds
were the crackle of the fire and the wind outside. I slept all night. The morning brought
heavy frost on the ground. I ate breakfast, a
granola bar, and drank coffee slowly and read a
memo from the Fish and Wildlife Service. The
feds have accountability on the land. “Wildlife
doesn’t do well when it’s subjected to the
changing volatility of politics.” They just keep
on running. Wolves, politicos, people. Me.
Taking big strides. I walk to my own beat
and settle into the rhythm of the game trail

cutting through the dense stand of trees. Here,
on the top of the world, through wet meadows, I follow the deer tracks. A few snapped
branches, fresh dirt, the signs of a doe bedded
down from the night before. I am cold. I am
moving slowly but it feels good. I breathe and
in time, the sweat starts to cool against my
back. I go through a narrow tunnel of aspen
trees. I set my feet, trusting the path, the slope
downward, gravity pushing my speed. In the
distance, like small shadows tucked between
the cleft of some rocks and a hollow log, I see
three wolf pups, with large feet and disproporationately large heads.
I remembered: Do not anthropomorphize.
Don’t think about them as being able to think.
I think, though. I think they are beautiful and
feel as if I have happened upon a scene not
meant for me. I turn around and I walk back
up the trail I just had come down.
The other night I had a dream. In my
dream, I was, somewhat myself, belly down,
my face on the earth. Was I planting something? Was I down there because the sky
was too bright? Perhaps I had fallen? Before
I knew why, I stood. Tall and upright, a colorful poncho around my shoulders. My voice
against the mountain. I heard myself say, “I
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am here. Over here.” I felt the steady sureness
of a hand on my shoulder, and the words, “I
am here, I see you.” And, in that moment, in
that dream, I remembered the starry nights.
The ones that were moon stained and then,
because the remembrance was too much to
bear, tear stained. These stories, the life that
has happened to me.
In the natural world, there are different
types of species — keystone, indicator, flagship, and recovery. The health of the ecosystem is measured by the way each species fits
into the whole of a system, the possible relationships. It tells us the quality of life. Wolves
are a keystone species. They help define the
entire ecosystem. Our own lives are like that;
the quality of our lives can be, in part, dependent on how we fit into the whole system.
That day, the one before the dream, in real life,
my own fit was that of a visitor, in awe of the
timelessness and perspective. A search whose
purpose was a desire of wilderness, a continent of hope and part of the whole.
Today, the beginnings and the endings of
things. I have come full circle. Back to the
dirt and the moss and the manzanita, I found
myself in a different place the wolves called
home. In the summer, a pair of wolves made
a decision to carve out territory in Siskiyou
County on the north-facing flank of Mount
Shasta in Northern California. I, too, was
there, in a wet meadow with old-growth
timber on the east side. My feet weren’t following a trail, and I didn’t have a wildlife biologist as my guide. I listened though, and with
eyes, I looked for evidence. I walked across the
meadow, the water seeping through the tops
of my boots. And I caught a whiff of the wild.
I’ll never know for sure, but I’d like to think
they saw me, from behind a tree or a bush or
higher on a hill, the long legs, the teeth, and
the mothers.
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who are happiest are those
“Those
who do the most for others.
— Booker T. Washington ”

Julie Kautz, CPC —
Senior Practice Manager
(303) 440-8243
www.bouldervalleyfp.com

Coldwell Banker Realty,
Evergreen — Carrie Unthank
A licensed real estate agent serving buyers
and sellers in Colorado, specifically the
Evergreen, Foothills, and Denver metro
areas.
Carrie Unthank
(913) 909-3072
carrie.unthank@cbrealty.com
carrieurealestate.com

Creating Space — Jackie Smith
Home Organizing that focuses on the head
and heart connection to holding on and
letting go.
Jackie Smith — Owner
(720) 626-3593
creatingspacecolorado@gmail.com
www.creatingspacecolorado.com

Y

our Evergreen Chamber wants to hear
about those women who have made
an impact on our community. Each
year, we host a Women in Business luncheon,
during which we induct a few women into
the Mountain Area Women in Business Hall
of Fame. Nominations are open for women in
our community who have had a measurable
impact on our community through their work,
their volunteerism and their willingness to
adventure out for the benefit of others. Often
these women do for others quietly, so we ask
for your assistance in highlighting all that they
have accomplished. Please email me at president@evergreenchamber.org to bring them
to our attention. We will then spotlight each
of the nominees on the Chamber’s website
and social media, and voting will open to the
public. Please be sure to check back on our
website once the nominations close on April 1
for the link to vote. We then welcome anyone
who would like to join us at the Women in
Business luncheon on Thursday, May 12,
at Mount Vernon Canyon Club. This event
is once again being sponsored by our partners at Lutheran Medical Center/SCL Health.
Tickets will be available on our website for a
wonderful luncheon, keynote speakers, beautiful music provided by local music instructor
Rachel Stone of the Evergreen Academy of
Music, and spending time with other amazing
women from our community. Please know that
men are ALWAYS welcome and encouraged.

Evergreen Family Medical Center
— Denise Stuart
We provide quality medical care at
reasonable cost and participate with most
insurance plans.
Denise Stuart — Office Manager
(303) 647-5300
conifermed.com

Hoof’n’Paw Animal Massage and
Acupressure — Robin Freeman
Equine and canine massage, cold laser and
acupressure. Treatments geared to lessening
pain for senior or injured animals, improved
performance for active animals and
increased sense of well-being.
Robin Freeman — Owner
(303) 670-1071
www.coloradoanimalmassage.com

Linda Shapley

Erika Armstrong

The speakers for our luncheon this year will
be Linda Shapley, the publisher of Colorado
Community Media (Canyon Courier is one
of their publications) and Erika Armstrong,
a Captain in the commercial airline industry
where only 5% of the ATP pilots are women.
Both industries these women work in are
ruled by men. Hear their perspectives on how
to reach the pinnacle of your industry or your
personal life while battling the expectations of
others.
As the weather begins to turn to warmer
temperatures and longer evenings, our
thoughts at the Chamber also turn to golf.
This year the Evergreen Chamber will host
a golf scramble, fondly called the “Evade the
Elk” Golf Scramble. Hosted at the Evergreen
Golf Course on the morning of June 22nd,
we are confident that all our local business
owners who will golf are aware of proper golf
course etiquette in order to evade the elk and
remain safe! Registrations will be open on the
Chamber website by the end of April. Plan to
join us for a morning on the golf course, lunch
under the canopy outside and lots of laughter!
There will also be a ball drop to benefit a local
nonprofit – details on that coming shortly.

Follow us on Facebook. Visit our website EvergreenChamber.org.
Call us anytime 303-674-3412.

For over 50 years the Evergreen
Area Chamber of Commerce
has proudly been serving the
mountain community. Our mission
is to grow the local economy by
building business relationships,
promoting the community and
representing local concerns with
our county government.

Industry Home Mortgage
— Pamela Lumpkin
We believe the mortgage process should
be smooth, transparent, and stress-free. At
Industry, we are 100% committed to finding
you the right loan and providing you with
the best experience possible.
Pamela Lumpkin—
Senior Mortgage Broker
(636) 795-1090
pam@industryhmc.com
www.industryhmc.com

The Stone House
1524 Belford Ct. ~ Evergreen, CO 80439

EvergreenChamber.org

Sweet Hayden — Rachael Tapper
Sweet Hayden is a boutique right off the
heart of Evergreen’s downtown. We have
vintage, consignment and new clothing and
accessories.
Rachael Tapper — Owner
shop@sweethayden.com
www.sweethayden.com

WE SUPPORT LIVING LOCALLY
To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
April 2022

PeaceWorks has recently launched a
no-cost Community Wellness Program.
Sessions held in-person at 30403 Kings Valley
Dr 2-110 Conference Room or via Zoom
(https://us06web.zoom.us/j/3038388181?pwd=QVFOYkdYQ2pJQlJST1FJSHRtSXFLZz09, Meeting ID: 303 838 8181, Passcode:
993660), except for the hikes with location
noted. Our calendar will be updated here
for full details: https://peaceworksinc.co/
communitywellness/
April 1
Women’s Circle 5:30 – 6:30 pm. Connect to
your creative power within to activate your
feminine presence that attracts the situations
and relationships that you desire. Sabrina will
share powerful practices to embolden you to
show up in life.
April 4
Yoga 5 – 6 pm. Join Lori for an All Levels Slow
Flow Yoga. A body acceptance, Reiki-infused
practice within a safe space for people to connect and land in their bodies. Wear comfortable clothes. Bring yoga mat if you have one
and water bottle.
April 5
Hike 7:30-8:30 am. It’s time to slow down,
notice beauty, and appreciate life. Join Eileen

April 1, 2, and 3

Evergreen Players present the world premiere of Dementiaville on April 1, 2, and
3. Dementiaville is an original play written
and directed by Tal Arnold and Marilyn
Herrs. This poignant tale explores the process of being admitted into a care center and
celebrates the lives of those with dementia,
honors the caregivers who support them,
and recognizes the friends and family who
watch their loved ones live with this illness.
Dementiaville is sentimental, funny, sweet,
and powerful. Shows will be held at historic Center Stage, 27608 Fireweed Drive,
Evergreen CO 80439. Friday and Saturday
performances begin at 7 pm, and a special
Sunday matinee performance begins at 2 pm.
Tickets are $25 for adults, $20 seniors, and
$15 students, and may be purchased online
at www.evergreenplayers.org or by calling
720-515-1528. Group discounts and 2022
Season Tickets are also available.
The Evergreen Players is a 501(c)(3) non-profit
organization producing 10 shows per year in the
foothills. Established in 1950, the Players’ mission
is to create professional quality theater to inspire,
engage and entertain. The Players’ mailing
address is P.O. Box 1271, Evergreen, CO 80437
April 1 – 30

for a short, 2-mile hike at Flying J Shadow Pine
Loop and enjoy time outdoors, contemplating and communing with the self, with other
humans, with non-human animals, and with
the natural world. Bring micro-spikes for your
boots if you have them.
April 14
Mudras 11:15 – 11:45 am. We do so many
things with our hands! Mudras, or hand yoga
poses, are regenerative and stress relieving. No
skill required. Come join Natalie for a mudras
and meditation session.
April 19
Hike 7:30-8:30 am. It’s time to slow down,
notice beauty, and appreciate life. Join Eileen
for a short, 2-mile hike at Flying J Shadow Pine
Loop and enjoy time outdoors, contemplating and communing with the self, with other
humans, with non-human animals, and with
the natural world. Bring micro-spikes for your
boots if you have them.
April 20
Block Therapy Trauma Release w/Sabrina,
5 – 5:45 pm. Trauma becomes trapped in your
body and leads to pain, aging, and disease.
This powerful self-healing practice unlocks the
restrictions and adhesions that block blood and
oxygen flow and releases trauma at a cellular
level. All levels. Wear comfortable clothes. Bring
yoga mat if you have one and water bottle.
April 27
Chair Yoga Noon – 1 pm. Join Lori for Chair
Yoga to help maintain mobility, improve flexibility, cultivate mindfulness, and increase body
awareness. Open to all levels.

said Donna Walker, executive director, JCPL.
“We want to ensure that the library reflects
the unique characteristics of the Evergreen
community.” Residents who are unable to
attend the community meetings may offer
input through April 3, 2022, via on online
survey. For updates on the Evergreen
Library redesign, please visit jeffcolibrary.
org/Evergreen-redesign.
April 3
Conifer Historical Society’s Spring Open
House. It’s that moment we’ve all been waiting for…a return to in-person events (yay!).
Please join us for our Spring Open House at
the Little White Schoolhouse on April 3rd
from 1 – 3pm! We will have refreshments,
and the board of directors is excited to share
our plans for the rest of the year. Some of our
favorite past exhibits will also be on display Any requests? Let us know and we’ll see what
we can do! www.ConiferHistoricalSociety.
org • Info@ConiferHistoricalSociety.org •
303-396-5975
April 3
285’s Got Talent. 5 –7 pm. You take the
stage at Stagedoor Theater in Conifer. The
winner of the talent show will be the opener
at one of the Evergreen Lake Concerts this
summer. Participants must be between the
ages of 12 –25. To purchase tickets or to
register go to Resilience1220.org.
April 7
Your Community Health Workers from
Rocky Mountain Rural Health are Coming
to the Library! From noon – 2 pm at the

Bailey Public Library, 350 Bulldogger Rd.,
Bailey. We offer free blood pressure, blood
sugar, pulse and oxygen checks! We come
with tons of free gently used clothing! We can
help you find an eye doc, dentist, primary
care provider and mental health services! We
can help you sign up for health insurance or
Medicaid. We assist with Advance Directives!
We can help folks financially with our
COVID relief program and so much more!
April 8
Boogie Gone Wild. 5:30 – 9 pm at The Wild
Game, 1204 Bergen Pkwy, Evergreen. Enjoy
a fun night out with the Wendy Woo Band.
The Boogie features the best in great music,
awesome vibe and good times! The Boogie
is volunteer-run, and net proceeds all go to
great charities and local causes. $25.00 in
advance, $30.00 at the door. Visit boogieatthebarn.com for more details.
April 8 – 10

Presents Godspell at CENTER STAGE,
April 8 & 9 – 7:30 pm, April 10 – 2:30 pm,
at 27608 Fireweed Drive, Evergreen, CO. A
new version of this inspirational show performed by ten of the area’s finest performers.
Go to ovationwest.org to learn more.
April 9
Mind Blown Trivia Night. 6 pm – 9 pm at
Our Lady of the Pines, Conifer. Funds Raised
go to teacher grants, supplies, diversity days
etc. Silent auction benefits our DECA students. Questions? Please do not hesitate to
contact us at ConiferTriviaNight@gmail.com
April 9 – 10
Foothills Home Garden and Lifestyle
Show at Conifer High School 10441 County
Highway 73, Conifer CO 80433. Sat.
10 am – 5pm and Sun.10 am – 3pm. A volunteer-run event, and all the proceeds are
re-distributed to support charitable causes
across the foothills and beyond through
grants from the Conifer and Evergreen Rotary
Club Foundations. With approximately 80
vendors from Home Improvement, Garden
and Landscape, Leisure, Health and Cooking,
plus local artisans and non-profits; there is
sure to be something for everyone. Coffee

and baked goods will be available for purchase from the Conifer Interact Club (Young
Rotary). Tickets are $5 at the door, or bring
2 non-perishable food items for Mountain
Resource Center or the 285 Backpack Project.
www.foothillshomeshow.com
April 14
Pop-up Market at Sweet Hayden
Boutique’s new location in downtown
Evergreen, every 2nd Thursday of the month
from 4 pm – 8 pm, featuring incredible local
makers and small business owners. Mark
your calendar! www.SweetHayden.com •
28265 CO-74, Evergreen.
April 14
Evergreen Chamber Monthly “Business
Unplugged.” 5 – 7 pm at RPM Agency
Insurance Brokerage, 4611 Plettner Drive,
Evergreen, $5.00 for members, $10.00 for
not-yet-members. evergreenchamber.org
April 21
Conifer Chamber After Hours Mixer.
5 – 7:00 pm at Hair Etc. 26367 Conifer Rd
Unit C, Conifer. Members $5, Guests $10.
www.goconifer.com
April 22
An Evening of Hope: EChO Spring Gala
at Christ The King Church, Evergreen, from
6 – 9 pm. Silent auction and wine pull. All
proceeds dedicated to the ECHO programs.
Attire is mountain formal, black tie encouraged. evergreenchristianoutreach.org.
April 22 and 24
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Your Community Health Workers
from Rocky Mountain Rural Health
are Coming to the Library!
The 1st Thursday of every month! From 12:00 – 2:00
Bailey Public Library • 350 Bulldogger Rd. • Bailey, CO 80421
•
•
•
•
•

We offer free blood pressure, blood sugar, pulse and oxygen checks!
We come with tons of free gently used clothing!
We can help you find an eye doc, dentist, primary care provider and mental health services!
We can help you sign up for health insurance or Medicaid. We assist with Advance Directives!
We can help folks financially with our COVID relief program and so much more!

A Celtic Celebration. The Evergreen
Chorale in concert with the premier Irish
Michael Collins Pipes and Drums band
in an evening of exciting music from the
British Isles. April 22, 7:30 pm at Aspen
Ridge Church, 27154 N Turkey Creek Rd,
Evergreen, CO 80439 and April 24, 4:30 pm
at Wellshire Presbyterian Church, 2999 S
Colorado Boulevard, Denver, CO 80222
If your group is no longer meeting, please
let Your Mountain Connection know via
Marty Hallberg (fcdai@icloud.com).

Submit your calendar events in MS Word format
only to Your Mountain Connection via Marty
Hallberg (news@yourmtnconnection.com).
Calendar Events are published as space allows.
Information must be received by the 10th of each
month prior to the actual date of the event.

Relish the beauty of spring at Shadow
Mountain’s “Springtime in the Rockies”
special exhibit. Local Evergreen artists display renditions of springtime in a wide range
of media. One-of-a-kind artwork, priced for
every budget. Open 10 to 5 daily.
April 2
Jefferson County Public Library seeks
community input on Evergreen Library
redesign (virtual). Through this community
engagement process, JCPL strives to involve
the local community by offering a glimpse to
what their library of the future could hold
for the many different users. Innovations
and new ideas will be presented to stir the
imagination and used to inform the design
team for future decisions. “We depend on
the community to tell us what they’d like to
see when we’re planning a library redesign,”
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BUSINESS SERVICES
ACCOUNTANT

APPLIANCE REPAIR

ARCHITECT

ATTORNEY

BATH REMODEL

HANDYMAN REPAIRS

INSURANCE

LANDSCAPE HAULING TREES

PEST CONTROL

REALTOR

ROOFING

ROOFING AND EXTERIORS

SERVICES

SOLAR SYSTEMS

COMMUNITY CONNECTION

STONE AND MASONRY

VACUUM SERVICE SUPPLIES

WATER CONDITIONING

$55/mo 3/mo minimum
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